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ABSTRACT 

The potential to retrieve vertical forest structure parameters from large footprint 

ICESat/GLAS lidar data has been analysed by a combined approach of modelling the lidar 

signal with a Monte Carlo Ray Tracing simulation of detailed 3D models of Scots pine 

(Pinus silvestris) forests and of analysing measured ICESat waveforms over forests in the 

UK. Modelling results showed good agreement with ICESat waveforms over pine forests.  

The modelling showed sensitivity of lidar waveforms to stem density and forest age. 

However, ground slopes or rough ground can dominate the signal already at moderate 

slopes of 5-10°. Thus, any quantitative vegetation height measurements from ICESat data 

are clearly limited. 

Elevation measurements from ICESat data over forest have been compared to Ordnance 

Survey digital terrain models. The published elevation value for each footprint 

overestimates ground elevation by an average of 4.905 m with a standard deviation of  6.54   

m for 383 investigated footprints. Calculating elevation at the position of the first fitted 

Gaussian peak of the waveform improved elevation measurement bias to –1.272  m with a 

standard deviation of 6.392 m. Restriction to slopes <= 5° did hardly change the mean 

ground elevation but reduced the standard deviation to 5 m. The accuracy of ground 

elevation estimation for Sitka spruce was significantly different from the forest mean at 

α=0.1%. Inspection of the corresponding waveforms indicated differing waveform shapes 

as most probable reason.  

Vegetation height measurements from ICESat data have been related to forest stand ages 

kindly provided by the UK Forestry Commission, but correlation was low in all 

investigated cases. 
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Introduction 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROJECT AIMS 

This study investigates the potential of ICESat lidar (light detection and ranging) data for 

retrieval of vertical forest structure. It tries to identify the main factors influencing the lidar 

signal and to estimate the potential of deriving parameters like forest mean stand height or 

biomass from lidar measurements.  

1.2 CANOPY STRUCTURE FROM REMOTE SENSING 

Quantitative remote sensing of vegetation has two large groups of applications: primary 

production related applications (such as yield prediction or quantification of carbon 

fixation) and land cover characterization. Both rely to a certain extent on the availability of 

canopy structural information: As photosynthesis depends on the amount of intercepted 

radiation, photosynthesis models are commonly parameterised with leaf area index (LAI, 

defined as one sided leaf area per unit ground area or as projected area per unit ground area 

for needles). Photosynthesis and respiration estimations can be improved with parameters 

describing the proportion of sunlit/shaded leaves (e.g. a clumping factor (Oker-Blom et al. 

1991;Chen et al. 2003)) or vertical layering (Kotchenova et al. 2004; Funk and Lerdau 

2004). Useful structural parameters for land cover characterization could be surface 

roughness (e.g. for climate modelling), canopy height, amount of standing biomass, 

horizontal and vertical distribution of phytoelements, canopy cover, successional state of 

the canopy (e.g. for detection of disturbances) or the bidirectional reflectance distribution 

function (BRDF, e.g. for calculations of surface albedo) (Roberts 2001; Schaaf et al. 

2002).  

Canopy structure is one of the controlling factors of reflectance, suggesting a potential to 

retrieve structural parameters from remote sensing measurements. However, reflectance at 

optical wavelengths also depends on optical properties of phytoelements and soil and on 

viewing and illumination conditions. The relative importance of each component group is 

ecosystem dependent (Asner 1998). Information about horizontal structural parameters is 

mainly contained in image texture and anisotropic reflectance (e.g. Kuusk 1991; Barnsley 
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et al. 1997), whereas the chemical composition influences the spectral reflectance 

(Jacquemoud et al. 1996). 

To get structural information from the remote sensing signal, there are two main 

approaches: Empirical approaches try to describe the relationship between land surface 

variables and the remote sensing signal statistically, typically using spectral indices (see 

e.g. Liang 2004). The relationship between LAI and NDVI (normalized difference 

vegetation index) for example has extensively been used to estimate LAI, notwithstanding 

problems caused by saturation effects for high LAI or intra- and interannual variation of 

the relationship (e.g. Wang et al. 2005). Strictly speaking, empirical relationships are only 

valid for the calibration region and conditions. There is no reliable way to extrapolate to 

differing conditions. This is especially problematic as most vegetation parameters are 

nonlinearly related to canopy reflectance (e.g. Ross 1981). 

Thus, many quantitative remote sensing algorithms fall in the second category, trying to 

improve variable estimation by physical understanding of the remote sensing signal. 

Variables are derived by inversion of physically based canopy reflectance models (e.g. 

Liang and Strahler 1993) or of semi-empirical, simplified models (e.g. Schaaf et al. 2002) 

to deduce sets of model parameters that could have caused the observed reflectance (see 

Chapter 1.4 for a more detailed discussion of canopy reflectance modelling).  

Passive optical multispectral and multiangular remote sensing has been extensively used 

to estimate land surface variables (reviewed e.g. by Roberts 2001; Widlowski et al. 2004; 

Liang 2004). The MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and MISR 

(Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer) products for example retrieve LAI, surface 

albedo, fAPAR (fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation) and BRDF on a 

global scale (http://modis-land.gsfc.nasa.gov/).  Multiangular data sets can also give 

information about clumping of vegetation (Lacaze et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2003). The 

shape of the BRDF contains information about subpixel surface heterogeneity and can thus 

improve land cover classification (e.g. Barnsley et al. 1997; Pinty et al. 2002). The hotspot 
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region1 seems to be especially information rich. The angular width of the hotspot peak 

contains in homogeneous canopies for example information about leaf dimensions and leaf 

shape (Kuusk 1991; Qin et al. 2002). 

Remote sensing of vertical canopy structure has been used to a lesser extent. Principally, 

active remote sensing techniques - either in the microwave or the optical domain - could be 

used, as they measure distance from the sensor directly. Active microwave remote sensing 

appears attractive, as measurements can be made independent of atmospheric conditions. 

High resolution airborne scatterometers can give some information about vertical biomass 

distribution (Hyyppä and Hallikainen 1996; Martinez et al. 2000). Early studies on the 

applicability of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for retrieval of tree height and biomass 

seemed to be promising (Dobson et al. 1995). However, many of the problems identified in 

this study (such as the dependence of the SAR backscatter on structural as well as 

dielectric properties of vegetation and soil) have not been solved yet. Kobayashi et al. 

(2000) identify for example the varying relationship between measured scattering phase 

centre heights and tree heights as well as the availability of a digital terrain model (DTM) 

as problem for tree height retrieval, Kellndorfer et al. (2004) find it necessary to average 

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data over areas of at least 1.8 ha to reduce 

phase noise. Although they have an accurate DTM available, height measurements still 

yield rmse of up to 4.5 m. Modelling results of Sarabandi and Lin (2000) suggest, that the 

scattering phase centre heights over vegetation are not only sensitive to sensor 

characteristics and vegetation height, but for C-band data also to tree density and soil 

moisture (vegetation moisture has not been varied in this study). Imhoff (1995) discusses 

saturation effects for biomass estimations at different radar wavelengths. Although the use 

of multifrequency approaches and accurate models might improve height or biomass 

estimations from SAR data in future, presently the dependence of measurements on site 

and time specific parameters limits their use for regional or global studies. 

                                                 

1 When the viewing and illumination direction fall together, shadows are invisible. This leads to a peak in the bi-directional reflectance 
function (the “hotspot”).  
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In the past years Lidar (light detection and ranging) has been proposed as ideal technique 

for measurements of vertical structure in vegetation canopies, as many of the problems in 

microwave remote sensing do not occur in the optical domain and as saturation at high 

biomass levels is assumed to be less severe. Lidar will be treated in more detail in the next 

chapter.  

1.3 LIDAR FOR VEGETATION STUDIES 

Lidar instruments have been used for vegetation studies in two ways: laser induced 

fluorescence in the red spectral band has been related to chlorophyll concentrations 

(mainly for oceanic applications (Hoge et al. 2005) but also for terrestrial studies (Saito et 

al. 2000)), and distance measurements have been deployed for structural studies. Only the 

latter will be discussed here:  

The laser of a lidar system emits a pulse of light towards a target, where it gets reflected. 

Backscattered energy is captured by the sensor, and from the round-trip travel time and the 

speed of light the distance between sensor and reflecting target is calculated. Combined 

with positional information of the sensor and the laser beam pointing vector, the apparent 

3D-position of each target can be determined (e.g. Wehr and Lohr 1999; Baltsavias 1999; 

Schutz 2002). The wavelength is typically in the near-infrared, using the high reflectivity 

of vegetation. If there are several reflecting objects of different height (and/or scattering 

properties) within the illuminated area of the laser beam (the “footprint”), the signal will be 

composed of energy returns from each of those objects. For a vegetation canopy it can be 

expected that at least some pulses penetrate through gaps and reach lower vegetation layers 

or the ground, giving some information about height distribution of intercepting surfaces. 

 A further advantage of lidar is its independence of solar illumination; it can be used at 

night as well as during the day, which is a considerable advantage in satellite remote 

sensing of polar regions over passive remote sensing and allows a wider range of potential 

orbits.  

There are two sampling strategies for lidar remote sensing (as reviewed by Lefsky et al. 

2002b): small footprint lidars illuminate only a small area (from a diameter of a few mm 

for terrestrial lidar systems, see Figure 1, up to one m for airborne systems) but with a high 
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sampling density. Ground-based small footprint lidars have been used e.g. to reconstruct 

individual trees (Gorte and Winterhalder 2004), while airborne lidars have mainly been 

used to get information about forest height or biomass (Nelson et al. 1997; Naesset 1997b). 

Typically, small footprint lidars record only the position of one or two peaks in the 

returned signal (“discrete return lidar”). Spatial variance of height measurements is high, as 

some pulses are returned from the top of canopy, some from within the canopy and some 

from the ground. Tree tops can be missed, resulting in the underestimation of stand heights 

reported in several studies (e.g. Naesset 1997a). High sampling density is therefore 

necessary to get reliable estimates of height distributions (Ni-Meister et al. 2001).  

Small footprint airborne lidar data are widely available due to their importance in 

topographic mapping and have been used in empirical studies to estimate above ground 

carbon content (Patenaude et al. 2004), tree heights, timber volume and stem density (e.g. 

Naesset 1997b; Naesset and Okland 2002; Maltamo et al. 2004), to detect single tree 

crowns (Brandtberg et al. 2003), to classify tree species (Holmgren and Persson 2004), for 

change detection (Yu et al. 2004) or to improve crown description in forest fire models 

(Riano et al. 2003).  

 

Figure 1: Example of a tree scanned with a terrestrial laser (from: Gorte and 

Winterhalder 2004) 
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Large footprint lidars on the other hand illuminate an area with a diameter of several 

meters (up to 70 m in IceSat/GLAS). The returned signal contains the averaged height 

distribution of intercepting surfaces over the area of the footprint (Figure 2), weighted by 

reflectance and energy distribution across the footprint (Harding et al. 2001). This 

measured profile is related to the actual foliage profile via leaf orientation, clumping of 

vegetation (Ni-Meister et al. 2001) and the mixture of green and non-green vegetation 

elements (Weiss et al. 2004). Harding’s et al. (2001) method of deriving foliage profiles 

from measured energy distributions, however, takes only differences in reflectance 

between foliage and soil and extinction within the canopy (essentially using Beer’s law) 

into account and will hence underestimate leaf area in clumped canopies. 

 

Figure 2: Principle of full waveform recording lidar (from Drake et al. (2002)) 

Ideally, the footprint should be large enough to cover both gaps that reach the ground and 

tree tops from the highest canopy layer. However, for very large footprints it can become 

difficult to distinguish between single targets, especially in the presence of sloping or 

rough ground or understory vegetation (Brenner et al. 2003). Experience from the Shuttle 

Laser Altimeter shows, that at a 100 m footprint vegetation returns cannot be distinguished 

from ground returns in rough terrain (Garvin et al. 1998). The suggested optimal footprint 

diameter is in the order of crown dimensions (i.e. 10-25 m) (Blair et al. 1994). Several 

studies found relationships between measured crown profiles and height, biomass and 

basal area (Harding et al. 1994; Means et al. 1999; Lefsky et al. 1999a; Lefsky et al. 

1999b; Lefsky et al. 2002a) or light transmittance (Parker et al. 2001).  
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There have been two experimental airborne large footprint sensors: LVIS (Laser 

Vegetation Imaging Sensor, 25 m footprint) (Blair et al. 1999), and SLICER (Scanning 

Lidar Imager of Canopies by Echo Recovery, 10 m footprint) as well as the spaceborne 

Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA) 1 and 2 with a footprint size of 100 m (Garvin et al. 1998). 

Proposals for lidar satellite missions designed for global biomass estimation (Vegetation 

Canopy Lidar VCL (http://www.geog.umd.edu/vcl/) and Carbon3D (Hese et al. 2005)) 

have been unsuccessful. However, the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on 

Nasa’s ICESat is currently operating with a footprint diameter of 70 m (see Chapter 2.1.1) 

and might provide some useful vegetation measurements. First results of ICESat lidar 

waveforms over Siberian forests indicate that several land cover types differ in 

characteristics of the waveform such as height, shape of the first return peak and position 

of the centroid mean (Ranson et al. 2004).  

Although full waveform recording, large footprint lidars seem to be the better choice for 

studies of vertical vegetation structure, airborne small-footprint discrete return lidar data is 

more readily available. Blair and Hofton (1999), Carabajal and Harding (2001), Lefsky et 

al. (2002b) and Riaño et al. (2003) simulate a full waveform from small footprint lidar 

data. However, Ni-Meister et al. (2001) point out, that a large number of samples are 

needed to estimate statistical canopy structural parameters from discrete return lidar data. 

Current spaceborne large footprint lidar systems sample vertical canopy structure with a 

relatively low spatial density and with just one viewing angle. Multiangular Lidars – as 

suggested by Ni-Meister et al. (2001), Cole (1998) and Roberts (1998) – may be difficult 

to implement for spaceborne systems because of energy limitations and increasing 

atmospheric effects for higher viewing angles. For spatial interpolation of height 

measurements and estimation of structural canopy parameters a combination with passive 

optical (Lefsky et al. 2002b) or multiangular passive optical data – as proposed in Hese et 

al. (2005) – might hence be sensible to obtain enough observations to allow inversion of 

reflectance models. 

Despite those limitations, spaceborne lidars potentially complement passive optical 

remote sensing systems in vegetation studies. Although horizontal resolution is low, lidar 

is currently the only remote sensing technique to provide vertical vegetation profiles. Thus, 
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it could be extremely useful for large-scale studies of biomass or of the global carbon cycle 

(especially if considering biomass-saturation effects of other remote sensing techniques). 

The effects of multiple scattering, vegetation structure or ground vegetation on the lidar 

signal are not completely understood yet and there are currently no published values of 

biomass-saturation of lidar. Modelling of lidar waveforms – as treated in the next chapter – 

might improve understanding of the signal and give some analytical estimation of light 

extinction and thus of saturation effects.  

1.4 MODELLING OF LIDAR SIGNALS OVER VEGETATION 

Modelling of lidar signals over vegetation is a special case of canopy reflectance 

modelling: both depend on an accurate description of the interactions between light and the 

vegetation canopy. In principle, all types of physical reflectance models – radiative transfer 

models, geometric optical models, hybrid models or computer simulation models – can be 

adapted for lidar simulations. There is a wide range of literature available on general 

canopy reflectance modelling; a good introduction is given e.g. by Liang (2004). Although 

the general rules of modelling in IR apply (canopy reflectance is a function of optical 

properties of canopy materials as well as of position and orientation of scatterers (e.g. 

Disney et al. 2005, in review)), there are some distinctive features for lidar modelling: 

- Time resolved measurements: instead of reflectance at the top of canopy, lidar 

modelling aims at describing the vertical distribution of scattered energy. Models 

hence have to be extended either by a time-dependent treatment of  radiation transfer 

(Kotchenova et al. 2003) or by recording of the scatterer’s position (Govaerts 1996; 

Sun and Ranson 2000a; Ni-Meister et al. 2001; Disney and Lewis 2002). Correct 3D 

description of the canopy seems to be more important than for traditional reflectance 

modelling. 

- Lidar measures in the hotspot direction: the viewing angle is the same as the 

illumination angle, there are no shadowing effects. As far as single scattering is 

concerned, only one way attenuation has to be considered in analytical treatments 

(Ni-Meister et al. 2001). However, if multiple scattering is modelled, the bi-

directional gap probability has to be taken into account.  
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- Correct treatment of multiple scattering is important as it influences distance 

measurements (and thus the shape of the returned waveform). The magnitude of delay 

depends on the number of interactions within the canopy and the photon mean free 

path (Kotchenova et al. 2003). As the reflectance of leaves at infrared wavelengths is 

high, multiple scattering cannot be neglected. The lidar sensors’ field of view is 

typically larger than the illuminated area to catch repeatedly scattered light from the 

vegetation or atmosphere. 

- Solar and diffuse sky illumination do not change over the time of the lidar 

measurement. They are usually treated as part of the background noise and do not 

have to be modelled explicitly.  

- Ideally, the laser pulse would be rectangular and the energy distribution across the 

footprint would be constant. In reality, pulse shape and energy distribution across the 

footprint are typically Gaussian.  

Considering those special features, different model-types are reviewed with respect to 

lidar modelling: The standard approach to canopy reflectance modelling has been an 

adaptation of atmospheric radiative transfer modelling (e.g. Ross 1981). The canopy is 

treated as a turbid medium i.e. random distribution of small scattering elements. 

Radiative transfer models are thus especially suitable for homogeneous vegetation 

canopies. Some adaptations have been made to account for structural heterogeneity of 

canopies as they occur in forest stands (Kimes 1991; Liang 2004) and for the hotspot 

effect (Kuusk 1991). The main drawbacks as far as lidar modelling is concerned are the 

problems of representing forest heterogeneity, of getting time-resolved measurements and 

the increasing complexity for multiple scattering solutions. Kotchenova et al. (2003) use 

a time-dependent stochastic radiative transfer approach to model lidar signals over 

forests. The canopy is divided into horizontally homogeneous layers; vertical variability 

is treated with statistical probability functions of foliage density and correlation between 

foliage elements in different layers. Any clumping of vegetation elements has to be 

incorporated in those functions. Time resolved model results are obtained by solving a 

time-dependent set of equations for direct and diffuse contributions iteratively for 

increasing scattering orders. Comparison of model results to selected SLICER waveforms 
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from two conifer and two broadleaf stands showed good agreements. Inclusion of 

multiple scattering enhanced agreement in lower parts of the signal. Currently this model 

does not allow for horizontal heterogeneity, which can – e.g. as ground slope (Brenner et 

al. 2003) – affect the signal considerably. 

Geometric optical (GO) models have been developed to account for structural 

heterogeneity of vegetation canopies and to describe macroscopic shadowing effects. 

Incident light is considered as a bundle of parallel rays, enabling calculation of projection 

and shadowing effects (Li and Strahler 1992) Although this is not important under 

hotspot conditions, the position of scatterers can be calculated more easily than for 

radiative transfer models and structural heterogeneity (especially large gaps) can be 

implemented. Geometric optical models are often combined with radiative transfer 

elements to describe light interactions within the crowns (“hybrid models”). Hybrid 

models have been used by Sun and Ranson (2000a) and Ni-Meister et al. (2001) to model 

lidar returns, but only single scattering has been considered. Sun and Ranson’s (2000a) 

modelling results suggest an influence of the crown shape on the leading edge of the 

signal. Ni-Meister et al. (2001) develop a method to derive gap probability from the lidar 

waveform under the single scattering assumption. Clumping of vegetation leads to larger 

gap probabilities than in homogeneous canopies, and thus to laser waveforms of lower 

amplitude for the same foliage amount. If compared to radiative transfer models, it is 

easier to allow for variations in ground slope and surface roughness (Ni-Meister et al. 

2001). 

The third group of models – computer simulations – is principally different from 

radiative transfer and geometric optical models. While the latter try to describe canopy 

structural parameters statistically and describe light / canopy interactions analytically based 

on those parameters, computer simulation models use objects explicitly described in 3D 

space and simulate the light interactions (i.e. reflection, transmission, absorption, 

refraction) with each object. The resulting reflected energy depends entirely on the object’s 

properties. That makes computer simulation models flexible: objects of arbitrary 

complexity can be used without having to change the light model. Problems in radiative 

transfer or geometric optical modelling, such as clumping of vegetation, sloping or rough 
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ground or the hotspot effect do not occur or can be modelled as object properties. In 

principle, no assumptions about distribution of vegetation elements have to be made and 

computer simulations may thus give very accurate simulation results. One application of 

computer simulation models is therefore, to validate assumptions made in other model 

types (Disney et al. 2000; Pinty et al. 2004). Although hybrid canopy representations seem 

to give good results in ray tracing studies of North (1996) and Govaerts (1996), a detailed 

and explicit 3D description of the canopy, making as few assumptions as possible, is 

preferable to obtain accurate simulation results and to allow understanding of how canopy 

elements affect the signal.   

Computer simulations of reflectance using such 3D approaches are closely related to the 

problem of rendering2 in computer graphics. The two main rendering techniques – radiosity 

and ray tracing – have been applied to canopy reflectance modelling. Radiosity 

approaches break the surface down into small patches of Lambertian surfaces, and 

calculate light transfer between them (Gerstl and Borel 1992). As the relationship between 

each pair of surfaces (the “form factor”) has to be calculated, computational demand grows 

quadratic with the number of surface patches (Wikipedia 2005a). For complex canopy 

representations, the use of radiosity approaches is thus limited. Furthermore, the main 

advantage of radiosity models – once the relationships between surfaces have been 

computed, any view / illumination geometry can be simulated accurately (Gerstl and Borel 

1992; Liang 2004) – does often not apply for lidar simulations with a typically limited 

range of viewing angles and measurements under hotspot conditions, and multiple 

scattering cannot be treated separately. 

Ray Tracing has been more widely used both in canopy reflectance modelling (reviewed 

by Disney et al. 2000) and for simulations of Lidar waveforms (Govaerts 1996; Roberts 

1998; Cole 1998). The main idea is to follow potential paths of photons through a scene. 

Thus, most accurate simulation results can be achieved; effects like shadowing or the 

angular distribution of multiple scattering are automatically incorporated (North 1996), the 

pathlength (which is required for lidar simulations) can be directly recorded (Govaerts 

                                                 

2 “rendering is the process of generating an image from a model” (Wikipedia 2005b) 
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1996; Disney et al. 2000). When a ray intersects with an object, the photon can be either 

absorbed or scattered into a new direction3. This is often simulated stochastically with a 

Monte Carlo method (for a discussion of Monte Carlo methods see e.g. Ross and Marshak 

1991; Disney et al. 2000).  

Rays can be traced either from the light source to the scene and then to the sensor 

(“forward ray tracing”) or from the sensor to the scene and back to the illumination source 

(“reverse ray tracing”). Forward ray tracing has been used for lidar simulations by 

Govaerts (1996). Advantages are the simplicity of implementation and the possibility to 

measure absorbed radiation directly (e.g. for studies of photosynthesis); however, for a 

small field of view forward ray tracing is not efficient, as all rays have to be followed until 

they exit over the whole hemisphere, but only a small proportion is actually captured by 

the sensor (Disney et al. 2000). A potentially more efficient reverse ray tracing approach 

has been used by Roberts (1998) for lidar simulations of forest canopies and by Cole 

(1998) for crop canopies (both modelling single scattering only) and will be used in this 

study.  

Because of its ability to measure pathlengths directly and to treat multiple scattering 

explicitly, ray tracing seems to be ideal for investigations of lidar signals. Varying 

illumination or sensor conditions can be implemented by weighted photon probabilities 

(Disney et al. 2000). However, computing time can be considerable for complex scenes. 

A number of lidar models have investigated the influence of ground slope and roughness 

or of sensor characteristics on the lidar signal (Gardner 1992; Abshire et al. 1994; 

Carabajal and Harding 2001; Filin and Csathó 2003) and can help in understanding the 

entire lidar signal, which is a convolution of vegetation effects with those factors. 

1.5 STUDY OUTLINE 

This study will combine modelling of lidar signals with analysis of ICESat signals over 

forests in an attempt to evaluate the potential of ICESat lidar data for quantitative studies 

                                                 

3 which can be modelled either as binary decision or as continuous probability function (Disney et al. 2000) 
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of vertical vegetation structure. The influence of stem density, forest age and ground slope 

on the signal is investigated by running ray tracing simulations for modelled forest 

canopies of varying density and age and over different ground slopes. Additionally, any 

potential relationship between leaf area and returned energy of the signal is explored and 

effects of multiple scattering are discussed (chapter 3).  

ICESat datasets of forests in the UK are analysed with respect to their elevation 

measurement accuracy (as compared to Ordnance Survey digital terrain models). ICESat 

measured heights are related to stand age of the respective forest stand. Exemplary 

waveforms are investigated and described qualitatively to identify potential problems in 

height measurements (chapter 4). The following section describes the data and models 

used in this study. 
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2 DATA / MODELS 

2.1 LIDAR DATA 

2.1.1 GLAS on ICESat 

Primarily designed to determine changes in polar ice-sheet mass and for atmospheric 

studies, the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on NASA’s ICESat is also 

thought to have potential for vegetation measurements in flat terrain (Zwally et al. 2002; 

Brenner et al. 2003). GLAS has 3 Nd:YAG lasers, a single laser operates at any given 

time. Each laser emits pulses at 1064 and 532 nm at 40 Hz (see Table 1 for further sensor 

characteristics). Precision orbital and pointing information is obtained via two redundant 

GPS units, a gyro system, a laser reference sensor, instrument mounted star trackers and 

ground-based laser ranging (Zwally and Shuman 2002). Knowing the satellite’s position 

vector and the range vector (corrected for factors like tropospheric delay), the location of 

the 70 m footprints on Earth can be calculated as described in Schutz (2002) to an accuracy 

of 6 m (Zwally et al. 2002).  

The returned waveform is recorded along the laser pointing vector. Within a search 

window defined by an on-board DEM, normally 544 sequential samples (81.6 m) 

containing the signal are extracted and transmitted over land (larger ranges can be 

transmitted by compressing the signal if necessary).  

Further information can be found on the ICESat and GLAS web pages: 

http://icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov/, http://glas.gsfc.nasa.gov/, http://glas.wff.nasa.gov/, 

http://nsidc.org/data/icesat/index.html, http://www.csr.utexas.edu/glas/ 
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Table 1: ICESat/GLAS specifications ( Zwally et al. 2002;Zwally and Shuman 2002) 

 Surface
1
  Atmosphere 

Wavelengths  1064 nm  532 nm 

Laser Pulse Energy 74 mJ  30 mJ 

Laser Pulse Rate   40 Hz 

Laser Beam Divergence 110 µrad 

Average Footprint Diameter 70 m 

Laser Pulse Width   5 nsec 

Telescope Diameter   1.0 m 

Receiver FOV  0.5 mrad  0.16 mrad 

Receiver Optical Bandwidth 0.8 nm  0.03 nm 

Detector Quantum Efficiency  30%  60% 

Detection Scheme  Analog  Photon Counting 

Vertical Sampling Resolution  0.15 m 75 m 

Surface Ranging Accuracy (single pulse) 5 cm 

Footprint Location Accuracy 6 m 

Laser Pulse Pointing Knowledge  < 2 arcsec 

Laser Pulse Pointing Control 30 arcsec roll, 30 arcsec pitch, and 1° yaw, up to  

  5° off-nadir  

Footprint spacing along track  ~ 170 m 

Altitude  ~ 600 km 

1Also measures backscatter from optically thick clouds 

 

2.1.2 ICESat / GLAS Global Altimetry Data and Global Land Surface Altimetry 

Data 

GLA01 (Level 1A Global Altimetry Data) and GLA14 (Level 2 Global Land Surface 

Altimetry Data) products contain information about land surfaces (as described below). 

Products from the first operating period of the second laser (25.09.2003 – 19.11.2003) are 

used in this study (Data releases 19 and 21; Zwally et al. 2003a; Zwally et al. 2003b). 
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During this period ICESat has been first in an 8 day repeat orbit and has then been 

transferred to a 91 day repeat orbit.  

The data are stored in a binary format in big-endian byte order4. Data are organized in 

“records” of 40 footprints (~ 1 second). Parameters are sampled either at 40 Hz, 8 Hz or 1 

Hz, an ASCII-header contains information sampled only once per granule. Each record has 

a unique identifier based on its acquisition time which is constant over all data products 

and which can be used to relate information from different datasets. A full description of 

the data structure can be found in Jester and Lee (2004a; 2004b), an explanation of all 

variables (including byte description of quality and status flags) in the GLAS Altimetry 

Data Dictionary (NSIDC 2004) and further information about data usage in the 

ICESat/GLAS data documentation (NSIDC 2003a; NSIDC 2003b).   

All coordinates in ICESat files are given as geodetic coordinates with respect to the 

ICESat ellipsoid (which is the same as for TOPEX/Poseidon, see Table 2 for comparison 

with WGS84). 

Table 2: Differences between ICESat/GLAS ellipsoid and WGS84 (from 

http://nsidc.org/data/icesat/faq.html#alt7) 

 ICESat/GLAS WGS-84 

Equatorial radius (a) 6378136.300000 6378137.000000 

Polar radius (b) 6356751.600563 6356752.314245 

Reciprocal flattening (1/f) 298.25700000 298.25722356 

Eccentricity (e) 0.081819221456 0.081819190843 

 

GLA01 granules contain the raw lidar waveform in digitizer counts. One granule covers 

¼ orbit. Apart from estimated geolocation and calibration parameters for transformation of 

the raw waveform from gates and digitizer counts into distance and voltage, the dataset 

                                                 

4 all developed C++ functions reading binary data check for the byte order of the processing machine and change the data if necessary. 
Currently, the subsetting function (see chapter 2.1.3) writes data in the byte order of the processing machine only. Thus, subsetting 
should be done on UNIX machines 
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contains variables such as the filter threshold value for signal detection (in digitizer 

counts), laser transmit energy, received energy from all signal above threshold, sampled 

transmit pulse waveform, 4ns background mean value and standard deviation.  

To filter out bad data the status flags for the operating laser, for sampling of the transmit 

waveform and for the presence of a peak value in the signal are checked as suggested in 

the GLAS Altimetry Product Usage Guide (NSIDC 2003a). As GLA01 is a level 1 data 

product, only technical errors are indicated in the status flags, there is no information about 

atmospheric state, etc. 

GLA14 granules cover 14 consecutive orbits. They contain sensor position and pointing 

information as well as calculated footprint position, size and shape and land surface 

elevation. Transmit pulse and recorded waveform are represented with characteristic shape 

parameters only. While this is straightforward for the assumedly Gaussian transmit pulse, 

the recorded waveform is decomposed into a series of Gaussian peaks as described in 

Hofton et al. (2000),  Zwally et al. (2002) and Brenner et al. (2003) (assuming a Gaussian 

transmit pulse and Gaussian distribution of height surfaces within the footprint): 
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w(t) = modelled waveform 

Np = number of peaks found 

e = bias (noise level) 

Am, tm, σm: amplitude, temporal centre and standard deviation of mth Gaussian peak 

This equation is solved with non-linear least squares fitting to a maximum number of six 

peaks. The parameters of each fitted peak as well as skewness and kurtosis of the whole 

signal are given in the datasets.  

A number of positions within the waveform are given with respect to the reference range 

(see Figure 3 and Table 3 for definitions of ranges used with ICESat data).  
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Table 3: Range definitions 

Reference range range between the centroid of the transmit pulse to the 

last gate of the transmitted waveform 

Centroid of each fitted 

Gaussian peak 

Given with respect to the reference range 

Signal begin First crossing of the threshold (noise+n*stddev, closest 

to the spacecraft) 

Signal end Last crossing of the threshold (farthest from the 

spacecraft) 

Centroid of the signal Centroid of the signal between signal begin and signal 

end 

Land range range between the centroid of the transmit pulse and the 

centroid of the signal  

Land Elevation Elevation calculated after all corrections have been 

applied; the position in the waveform at which the 

elevation is calculated is specified in the flag “i_ElvFlg” 

 

 

Figure 3: Range measurements in ICESat data (after Brenner et al.(2003))  

A combination of the flags for general frame data quality (i_FrameQF), for elevation 

quality of each shot (i_ElvuseFlg) and of the high gain saturation / forward scattering 

warning flag (bit 14 of i_rng_UQF) are applied to filter out bad data. The last flag is 

Transmit Pulse 
Telemetered Waveform 

Reference Range 

T 

Sig Beg 
Sig End 

Gate 0 Gate 543 

Sig centroid 

land range 
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essential to filter out returns from optically thick clouds (see Figure 37 (page 53) for an 

example)5. 

Binary orbit files containing latitude and longitude of reference orbit ground tracks are 

available from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) webpage 

(http://nsidc.org/data/icesat/tools.html). The GLAS science team has kindly provided a 

Perl-script to convert time information in the unique record index to information about the 

ground-track.6 

2.1.3 Data pre-processing 

As only data from the UK is considered in this study, the correct data sets have to be 

downloaded from the NSIDC webpage (http://nsidc.org/data/icesat/order.html) and 

subsetted prior to any analysis. Methods of relating the respective GLA14 and GLA01 

granules have to be developed and coordinates have to be transformed into WGS84. Those 

steps of pre-processing are described in more detail in the following and are summarized in 

Figure 4.   

                                                 

5 Note that in principle the 532 nm laser based multiple scattering warning flag (i_cld1_mswf) would be the better choice, as it gives the 
optical depth of the atmosphere. However, as the flag is set to the invalid value (which is also used for very high optical depths) if there 
are no measurements from the 532 nm laser, application of this flag led to complete loss of several ground-tracks which seemed to have 
valid elevation measurements. 

6 Kindly provided by David Korn from NSIDC  
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Figure 4: Pre-processing of GLAS data 

A number of C++ programs and C-Shell scripts have been developed to handle ICESat 

data7. Due to the large area covered by each GLA14 granule (14 orbits), spatial subsetting 

is necessary.8 For a given coordinate range the program subset_glas (called by script 

subset.csh) checks for each of the given GLA14 granules which of its records have at least 

                                                 

7 A list with descriptions of all written programs, shell-scripts and relevant functions as well as source code of selected examples can be 

found in the appendix; remaining code, compiled binaries for sun4u and makefiles will be put on the accompanying CD-ROM. 

8 from 27.07.2005 there is a subsetting tool for level 2 data available from the nsidc website 
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one shot within the coordinate range and writes matching records into binary output files. 

For the UK [50, 58.44] degree latitude and [-8.0, 1.7] degree longitude have been used. 

GLA01 granules cover only ¼ orbit; the main problem is hence rather to find adequate 

granules to download than subsetting existing files (although the subsetting program works 

for GLA01 data as well; but as coordinates are only estimated and only given once per 1 

second frame, the coordinate range should be chosen large enough to allow for those 

uncertainties). The executable GetRefOrb91d and the shell script tracksUK.csh use 

published orbit files to predict which reference ground tracks cover the given coordinate 

window. GetGLA01names outputs the names of all 48 GLA01 granules that have been 

used to produce one GLA14 granule, findGLA01UK.csh tests which of those granules exist 

already in a given directory and writes missing ones into a list. Combination of those 

programs will give a file list of GLA01 granules to download.9 The UK falls into the 1
st
 

segment of each orbit.  

To relate the corresponding GLA01 and GLA14 granules, the following programs have 

been written: 

- GetPosInd is a generic program to check whether a given record index is within a 

GLAS product file (should work for all products up to release 22) 

- conv_id_to_track.csh determines the orbit, cycle and ground track from a given 

record index (based on GSFC’s (Goddard Space Flight Center) Perl script convert.pl) 

- findGLA01FromPassid.csh and findGLA14FromPassid.csh return the names of 

GLA01 or GLA14 granules in a given directory that cover a certain orbit/cycle/ 

ground track 

- FindAllGranules.csh and printGLA01_GLA14WF.csh comprise examples how to use 

the above programs to relate individual footprints across datasets; 

                                                 

9 The EOS data gateway (http://edcimswww.cr.usgs.gov/pub/imswelcome/) accepts only “Data Granule IDs” for orders with lists of 
granules, whereas the “local granule ID” contains the systematic locational information and is used here; those two IDs can be related 
e.g. in MS Excel (using a full list of synonymous IDs) to produce a list of Data Granule IDs to download  
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FindAllGranules.csh creates a table with record index number, pass-ID (11-digit code 

containing information about orbit, cycle and groundtrack) and the path/filename of 

each corresponding GLA01 and GLA14 granule, which speeds up further analysis 

considerably 

As coordinates are given with respect to the ICESat/GLAS ellipsoid, they have to be 

converted to WGS84. According to Haran (2004) the following simple, empirically 

derived transformation will lead only to small errors if compared to the correct 

transformation10: 
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with:  

φ = latitude,  

hi = elevation for ellipsoid i 

ai, bi = radii of the corresponding ellipsoid (cf. Table 2) 

Heights are converted according to the above formula; the difference in latitude is in the 

order of cm (Haran 2004) and will be neglected given that the uncertainty in footprint 

geolocation is in the order of several m (Zwally et al. 2002). 

The program extr_GLAvar (see runEV.csh for a calling example) exports selected 

variables of GLA14 granules into an ASCII file. By default, only shots with valid quality 

flags (as described in chapter 2.1.2) are exported, although this behaviour can be 

overridden.11 

2.2 DRAT – ADVANCED RADIOMETRIC RAY TRACER 

 For the simulations of lidar waveforms P. Lewis’ ray tracer drat (Lewis 1999) is 

operated in lidar mode as described in Roberts (1998), Cole (1998) and Disney and Lewis 

(2002). It is used as reverse ray tracer (it can be operated both in forward and reverse 

                                                 

10 IDL programs for exact coordinate conversion are available from the NSIDC website 

11 Presently, the choice of exported variables has to be implemented in the source code (ioglas::write_rec14(ostream *ofile, GLA14_rec* 
Record) 
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mode), illuminating a square footprint on the ground with uniform energy distribution. 

Apart from canopy reflectance, the output contains the proportion of reflected direct and 

diffuse illumination as function of scattering order and of distance from the sensor. An 

image with the distance of the first interaction from the sensor for each pixel is produced. 

The proportions of sunlit and shadowed material in a given scene is recorded for 1
st
 order 

scattering, which can be used to get the proportion of directly illuminated ground which is 

related to the integrated gap probability over the canopy (Disney and Lewis 2002). 

Topography can be represented by a sloping plane or a DTM. 

To match GLAS’s parameters, simulations are run at 1064 nm for a 70*70 m² footprint 

with a vertical resolution of 15 cm (one-way) at nadir. The imaging plane is 140*140 

pixels and is illuminated with a number of 20 rays per pixel (80 rays/m²). Diffuse 

illumination is not modelled, as it will be constant over the laser illumination period and 

would be subtracted from the signal in operating lidar systems anyway. 

2.3 FOREST MODEL 

Due to the hierarchical clumping of coniferous trees (into trees, whorls, branches, 

shoots), assumptions about canopy structure are particularly questionable for coniferous 

forest canopies. Here, M. Disney’s detailed 3D structural model of Scots pine (Pinus 

sylvestris) is used for lidar simulations (Saich et al. 2003; Disney et al. 2005, in review). It 

is an explicit description of trees down to the level of single needles. Branching structure 

and needle positions are taken from a structural growth model (Treegrow) which has been 

parameterised to match observed height growth curves. Reflectance values stem from 

laboratory measurements or reflectance models (trunk / bark reflectance values from the 

LOPEX experiment (Jacquemoud et al. 1996), soil reflectance from the basis functions of 

Price (Price 1990) and needle reflectance from the LIBERTY model (Dawson et al. 1998); 

all transmittance values are assumed to be zero; see Table 4 for reflectance at 1064 nm). 

The model has been validated with airborne HyMAP reflectance data of a pine forest stand 

(Disney et al. 2005, in review).  
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Table 4: Reflectance values at 1064 nm 

Material Reflectance 

Needle 0.8583 

Bark / Trunk 0.5697 

Soil 0.2019 

 

Fifty different individual trees have been generated as described in Disney et al. (2005, in 

review) (5 from each 5 year age step from 5-50 years). Figure 5 shows the height and 

crown diameter12 development of those trees. The crown diameter curve resembles a 

growth curve of a forest with unconstrained growth until the age of 25, when crown 

closure occurs (for an extensive discussion of growth of trees and stands see Mitscherlich 

1978). However, in natural and managed stands canopy closure occurs usually earlier. In 

closed forests the crown diameter will be approximately the same size as the mean distance 

between stems. The model’s crown diameters reach larger crown diameters and increase 

quicker than measured spacing data from a managed pine stand in the UK published in 

Disney et al. (2005), but the height curves match well. 

                                                 

12 Calculated as z extent and as mean of the x and y extent of the bounding box of each individual tree; hierarchical bounding boxes are  
part of the tree representation as they are used for increased efficiency of intersection tests during the ray tracing process; statistics of 
stands or trees in the following are based on bounding boxes used in the model description 
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Figure 5:  Tree height and crown diameter of single trees (red: average of five trees, 

green: standard deviation) 

The individual trees are used as building blocks to generate different pine canopies (M. 

Disney, pers. comm.). For a specified tree density, trees are distributed in rows with a 

random jittering of position (spacings from 1.5 m to 6 m, based on measured values). For 

each position the tree is selected randomly and a random height offset (with a maximum 

value depending on the age) is added to prevent systematic height distribution errors.  

If the above trees are composed to a forest with much lower spacing than the crown 

diameter, twigs will intertwine in a way that does not occur in natural forests, probably 

leading to increased multiple scattering in the signal. However, to get estimations of the 

influence of tree density on the upper part of the signal those trees will be used 

nevertheless to compose denser stands. 

2.4 ADDITIONAL DATASETS 

A UK Forestry Commission forest database for the whole UK is available.13 Apart from 

stand outlines it contains information about each stand such as main species, planting year, 

initial spacing, altitude, whether it is a mixed or pure stand and the thinning status. As 

                                                 

13 kindly provided by Paul Taylor, Forest Research Mensuration Branch, Alice Holt, Wrecclesham, Surrey through agreement with the 
NERC Centre for Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics) 
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positional accuracy is crucial for comparison with lidar data, the position of some stands 

has been spot checked with Ordnance Survey (OS) digital maps. 

OS Landform Panorama DTMs 1:50000 are also available. DTMs for areas with Scots 

pine stands and valid ICESat footprints are imported into ArcGIS point coverages, 

converted into raster images with 50 m cell size and joined to a mosaic covering the whole 

area in ERDAS Imagine.  

2.5 NOTES ON SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Software has been implemented as combination of C++ programs and UNIX C-Shell 

scripts. ICESat data accessing functions have been written in C++, whereas C-Shell scripts 

are wrappers around those C++ modules and perform tasks like file handling, plotting or 

data analysis. Whenever possible, C++ functions have been implemented in a generic way, 

reading structural information from the header section, so that they can be used across a 

range of GLAS data products or can be easily adapted. Note, however, that functions have 

only been tested for GLA01 (release 19) and GLA14 (release 19 & 21) data and that many 

functions are dataset specific. 

For better readability programs are described in a fairly abstract way throughout the text, 

referring to implementation details only when necessary. Actual implementation might 

differ from those general descriptions for the sake of modularity, reusability of code or 

efficiency. A list of programs, scripts and functions with some description will be provided 

in the appendix, as well as class structure and names of the respective declaring and 

defining files. More information should be found in the header files (*.h) provided on the 

accompanying CD-ROM. The *main.cpp files show examples how to initialize objects and 

call the respective functions. 

Programs are written in ANSI C++ and have been compiled and run with Microsoft 

Visual Studio .NET 2003 under Windows XP, with Visual Studio 6.0 under Windows 

2000 and with g++ under sun UNIX and linux. Most functions test for little endian (least 

significant byte first) or big endian byte order of the processing machine and swap the byte 

order of the data if necessary. Byte order of multiple byte flag fields and bit numbering are 

not changed for easier flag access. 
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3 SIMULATIONS 

3.1 METHODS 

As spaceborne lidar instruments are particularly interesting with respect to their potential 

for vegetation height and biomass distribution measurements, some aspects influencing the 

signal in this respect are explored with the following simulations: The influence of stem 

density and forest age are investigated with several modelled forest canopies (constructed 

by M. Disney as described in chapter 2.3): Homogeneous stands are created for each age 

from 5 to 50 (in 5 year steps) and for four different stem densities (with a mean stem 

spacing of 1.5 m, 3 m, 4.5 m and 6 m). Two mixed stands are composed from 5 and 50 

year-old trees and 10 and 40 year-old trees respectively. Additionally, simulations are run 

for the single trees composing the canopies. 

The large footprint of ICESat makes the returned waveforms susceptible to effects of 

ground slopes or terrain roughness. Ground effects will be explored with canopies created 

from the 30 year-old stands by putting the trees onto planes with varying slope angle (5 to 

45 degrees). The trees’ axes are not changed. The effects of rough terrain are not modelled 

explicitly here, as they would increase simulation time considerably. However, for the 

utilised idealized lidar system, effects caused by the height variation should be similar to 

those caused by a sloping plane with the same variation. Additional multiple scattering that 

might occur at rough ground is not accounted for with sloping planes, though. 

Multiple scattering has been treated controversially in simulation studies of lidar 

waveforms so far; most studies neglect the effects (Roberts 1998; Cole 1998; Sun and 

Ranson 2000b; Ni-Meister et al. 2001), but Kotchenova et al. (2003) find some impact of 

multiple scattering in the signal. The magnitude of multiple scattering as well as the 

influence on the waveform shape are assessed and related to stand LAI, stand age and stem 

density.  

In the following some of the simulation results are shown. The range of x-values in plots 

has usually been adjusted for display of crown returns, cutting the often higher ground 

reflectance value. 
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3.2 RESULTS 

3.2.1 Single Trees 

To test the ray tracing output, simulations were run for individual trees. Figure 6 and 

Figure 7 show exemplary results of the returned waveform in comparison to the number of 

vegetation elements (both green and woody vegetation) in each height bin. The waveform 

matches the element distribution well in upper parts of the signal, but is slightly lower in 

the lower part for the 15-, 20- and 35-year-old tree. This might be partly caused by the 

higher proportion of woody vegetation elements (with their lower reflectance) in lower 

bins, and partly by extinction effects. The beginning of the return signal matches the height 

of the first scattering elements well. 

 

Figure 6: Simulation results for individual trees compared to the number of 

vegetation elements per layer; 15 years (left) and 20 years (right) 
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Figure 7: Simulation results for individual trees compared to the number of 

vegetation elements per layer.  35 years (left) and 50 years (right) 

 

3.2.2 Forest stands 

Figure 8 shows an example of a simulated waveform and distance image for a 30-year-

old forest stand. A small proportion of the returned signal appears to come from beneath 

the ground, which is caused by the time delay due to multiple scattering (which will be 

discussed in more detail below). However, a signal of such low amplitude would probably 

not be discernible in the presence of noise in a real lidar system. 

       

Figure 8: Example of a simulated lidar waveform (30 years, 4.5 m spacing) 
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Figure 9: Simulated waveforms for different stand ages (spacing 4.5 m) 

Figure 9 compares the returned waveforms for forest stands of different ages but with the 

same stem density. The shape of the canopy return changes slightly with age (the decay of 

the lower part of the signal is slower for older stands), but the amplitude is almost constant 

(except for the youngest stands). Stand age hence seems to influence mainly the signal 

length. As can be seen from Figure 10, shape and magnitude of the waveform depend 

much more on stem density, suggesting a relationship with the amount of scattering 

material and thus with biomass. Results for other ages and spacings are similar to the ones 

shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

However, overall canopy reflectance cannot directly be related to LAI (as indicator of 

biomass), as can be seen from Figure 11. This problem is well known from passive optical 

remote sensing. For the same LAI canopy reflectance is higher for old stands than for 

young ones. While LAI is almost independent from age in the modelled forest stands 

(Figure 12), the spatial distribution of needles within the canopy varies: young trees tend to 

have a compact shape, leading to large gaps in the modelled stands and thus to a low 

canopy cover, while older trees have a larger crown projected area with needles 

concentrating in the outer crown layer; the proportion of visible soil is lower. Lidar 

therefore provides two potential advantages for LAI estimations over passive optical 
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remote sensing: as long as a ground return and a canopy return are discernible in the signal, 

the relative amplitude of those two can provide information about canopy cover and will 

thus help to decompose the soil from the vegetation component in overall canopy 

reflectance14. Figure 10 shows for example a considerably lower ground return for the 1.5 

m spaced stand than for the 6 m spaced one, while the amplitude of the canopy return is 

much higher. The potential of this relative amplitude should be further investigated. 

Secondly, as many structural vegetation parameters (such as clumping factors) are age 

dependent, the height information from lidar signals might be used to parametrise canopy 

reflectance models.  

 

Figure 10: Influence of stem density on simulated waveforms (30 year-old stand), 

spacing 1.5 m, 3 m, 4.5 m and 6 m 

                                                 

14 Apparently, soil reflectance shows low variability (Price 1990), and is usually parametrised in a simple way for canopy reflectance 
modelling 
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Figure 11: Canopy reflectance as function of LAI and density (left) and as function of 

LAI and age (right) 

 

Figure 12: Stand LAI as function of stand age and tree density 

Figure 13 shows an example of a stand composed of 10 and 40 year-old trees. As could 

be expected, the lower part of the signal becomes stronger if compared to results from 

homogeneous stands, providing the opportunity to detect multiple-layered stands, which 

could be of interest for many ecological applications. 
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Figure 13: Waveform of a stand composed of 10 and 40 year-old pines 

3.2.3 Influence of slope 

To get an idea of the magnitude of errors caused by sloping ground, Figure 14 shows ray 

tracing simulation results for (white) sloping planes at 0°, 5° and 20° and a field of view of 

70*70 m² (note that the x-value range has been cut at 0.1; reflectance for the non-sloping 

plane is actually 1 at height zero). The returned pulse spreads to a length of the tangent of 

the slope angle multiplied by the field of view; reflectance of each height bin is reduced 

accordingly. For relatively moderate slopes of 5° one can thus already expect a spreading 

of the ground return of 6.1 m for a 70 m footprint. The results shown are from an idealised 

system, leading to a spread pulse of rectangular shape; in actual lidar data the returns 

would be convolved with the shape of the transmit pulse (Gaussian in the case of ICESat 

data) and would contain factors like instrument noise.  
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Figure 14: Simulated waveforms for planes with 0°, 5° and 20° slope; distance image 

(left, stretched), waveforms (right) 

Figure 16 shows the effect of sloping ground if combined with a 30-year-old forest stand 

at a spacing of 4.5 m (the age has been chosen as it comes close to the mean of forest 

stands analysed in chapter 4). Modelling results of the same stand on flat ground are shown 

in Figure 15 for comparison. At a moderate slope of 5°, vegetation and ground return are 

still distinct (despite the low height of the crown return peak of around 10 m) and heights 

are overestimated by approximately 3 m. For higher slopes, though, vegetation and ground 

signal become inseparable and the pulse spreads over a wider height range. In addition, the 

waveform’s amplitude becomes considerably lower, thus leading to lower signal to noise 

ratio. 

       

Figure 15: Waveform for a 30 year-old stand (spacing 4.5 m) with no slope 
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 a)  

      
 b) 

       

 c) 

       

Figure 16 : Effect of slope on the waveform (cf to Figure 15).  a) 5° b) 15° c) 30° 
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For any height measurements, slopes over 5° seem to bias the signal too much to result 

any useful information; this value might be even lower for younger forests. If ground and 

vegetation returns become merged, no information about the proportion of illuminated 

ground can be derived. The amount of returned energy is constant for any slope (although 

in real data some of it would probably be filtered out as noise if the pulse is spread over a 

large height range). However, estimations of biomass from the amount of returned energy 

will be biased by sloping ground as well, as they should account for (height dependent) 

extinction of light within the canopy. Areas with high slopes should thus be excluded from 

vegetation analyses. 

The shape of the signal over sloping ground is characteristic: there is no clear ground 

return, and the lower part of the signal has the shape usually associated with the lower 

portion of the canopy return. Decay at the lowest part of the signal is not gradual as in the 

non-sloping case, but abrupt. Thus, it might be possible to identify high slope cases from 

the waveform if no digital terrain model is available.  

3.2.4 Multiple scattering 

Figure 17 shows the contribution of different scattering orders to the signal for varying 

tree spacing of the 30 year-old stand. Contribution can be seen to decrease exponentially 

with scattering order after 3
rd

 order scattering. Even for examples with a relatively high 

proportion of multiple scattering, scattering orders over 5 contribute less then one percent 

each to the whole signal (Figure 18). Characteristically, 3
rd

 order scattering is higher than 

2
nd

 order scattering in all cases, suggesting either a directional preference of scattering or 

some systematic arrangement of canopy elements.  

Figure 19 (left) shows the proportion of first order and multiple scattering across all 

simulated datasets in dependence of LAI. The contribution of scattering orders > 6 are 

marginal in all cases, but scattering orders 2-5 contribute up to 11 % to the signal. 

Generally, the multiple scattering proportion seems to increase with increasing LAI, 

approaching some stable value for higher LAI (as can be seen in more detail in Figure 19 

(right), but there are some exceptions. 
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Figure 17: Contribution of scattering orders to the signal (shown for spacings 1.5 m, 3 

m, 4.5 m, and 6 m for a 30-year-old stand) 

 

Figure 18: Contribution of multiple scattering – age dependency 
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Figure 19: Proportion of single and multiple scattering as function of LAI (left) and 

proportion of single scattering as function of LAI (right)   

 

Figure 20: Influence of age and stem density on proportion of single scattering 

Figure 20 shows the influence of stand age and stem density on the proportion of single 

scattering. Multiple scattering contributes stronger to the signal in dense stands, but the 

relationship is age dependent. Age dependency appears to be stronger than could be 

expected from the age dependency of LAI (Figure 12). Noticeably, the contribution of 

multiple scattering is very low for the 5-year-old stands. The shape of the curves in Figure 

20 matches remarkably the shape of crown diameter development of the individual trees 

used to create the canopies, which is maximal at the age of 30 and decreases slightly 

afterwards (Figure 5, page 25). This suggests that multiple scattering occurs partly between 

crowns of different trees and that crown closure in addition to LAI affects the amount of 

multiple scattering. That would also explain the low multiple scattering contribution for all 

5-year-old stands, which have large gaps between trees even for a tree spacing of 1.5 m. 
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Despite the high contribution of multiple scattering to the signal in some of the cases 

described here, the influence on the signal’s shape appears to be low even for high stem 

densities and high LAI (Figure 21). This suggests that much of the multiple scattering 

occurred over small distances (such as scattering within shoots) with consequential low 

time delay. However, for real forests multiple scattering might be stronger due to ground 

vegetation, shrubs or rough ground and the time delay – depending on the mean free path 

between scattering elements – will depend on the structural organization of the canopy. 

 

Figure 21: Waveform and contribution of first and multiple scattering for stands with 

a spacing of 1.5 m; ages 10, 30 and 50 
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4 ICESAT/GLAS DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

Analysis of GLAS data is carried out in three steps:  

- ICESat footprints are related to forest and topographic information; a set of footprints 

is selected based on those attributes and all spatial information is joined in a single 

output dataset (chapter 4.2) 

- For selected footprints waveforms, waveform parameters and additional parameters 

are extracted from the respective GLA01 and GLA14 granules and stored in a format 

suitable for further analysis (chapter 4.3) 

- Based on this aggregated information, ground and vegetation heights are analysed 

statistically and compared to OS DTMs (chapter 4.4) and the shape of exemplary 

waveforms is inspected (chapter 4.5)  

4.2 SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes how the different data sources – ICESat data, OS DTMs and the 

Forestry Commission database – are combined in ArcGIS to get a single dataset for further 

analysis (summarized in Figure 22). 

From the subsetted GLA14 files over the UK (see chapter 2.1.3), footprint location and 

ellipsoidal height of all laser footprints with valid quality flags are converted into a format 

readable by ArcGIS (shell script conv_GIS.csh), transformed into British National Grid 

coordinates and orthometric heights with OS’s coordinate transformation tool15 and 

imported into ArcGIS. To get the spatial extent of GLAS footprints, circles with a radius of 

35 m are created around each point (note that actual footprints can be elliptical). 
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Figure 22: Spatial analysis 

Those footprints are intersected with the forest database. Of 46579 footprints with valid 

data over the UK, 1291 fall with their centre into a forest stand. For 538 of those forest 

                                                                                                                                                    

15 Note that using the default coordinate transformation in ArcGIS between WGS84 and British National Grid led to positional 
differences of up to 15 m when compared to results from the official Ordnance Survey coordinate transformator “Grid InQuest” (see 
http://www.gps.gov.uk).  
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footprints height information is available16. Footprints with at least 70% of their area within 

a single stand are selected and inherit the attributes of this stand. 383 footprints match all 

of the above criteria and fall into a single forest stand, 147 into a Sitka spruce stand and 56 

into a Scots pine stand. See Figure 23 for the distribution of those footprints across the UK. 

There are footprints in all parts of the UK, but they are concentrating in Scotland. 

 

Figure 23: Location of GLAS-footprints in forest stands across the UK 

For each footprint, elevation and slope are calculated from the OS DTMs as arithmetic 

mean of all pixels covered by the footprint. Information from the different sources is joined 

in a single dataset. Subsets for all forest footprints, for Sitka spruce footprints and for Scots 

pine are exported. The output tables contain a footprint identification number (composed 

                                                 

16 note that DTM tiles have been downloaded to match valid pine footprints; if the distribution of pine across the UK is not random, 
analyses of other stands might be biased (e.g. if pine is planted preferably under specific conditions or in specific habitats, if those 
conditions are spatially correlated and affect other species as well) 
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of record index and shot number), footprint coordinates in British National Grid 

coordinates and orthometric heights, the entire forest database information, minimum and 

mean elevation and slope of the OS DTMs.  

Table 5 summarizes some of the characteristics of the created datasets. The mean stand 

age of spruce is approximately the same as that of all forest footprints, but mean elevation 

is higher and slope is slightly lower. Scots pine stands are much older than the average 

forest stand and elevation is lower, but the mean slope is similar to the forest average. 

Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26 show distributions of stand age, DTM elevations and 

slope for pine footprints, Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 for all forest footprints and 

Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure 32 for spruce footprints. Age structure of spruce footprints 

is almost homogeneous until the age of 50. All forest footprints seem to have a slight 

underrepresentation of young stands while pine forest footprints have mainly ages between 

35 and 55. 

Table 5: Characteristics of footprints with valid elevation data (> 70 % of their area 

within a single forest stand)  

 forest Sitka spruce Scots pine 

n 383 147 56 

Stand age: mean 

(std) 

28.56 (24.23) 26.48 (13.84) 52.84 (30.85) 

Stand age min / max 0 / 153 2 / 58 2 / 153 

Elevation: mean 

(std) 

249.66 (120.33) 279.85 (115.52) 202.06 (114.85) 

Elevation min / max 1.25 / 512.2 75.8 / 512.2 27.5 / 479.5 

Slope: mean (std) 6.01 (6.06) 4.80 (3.45) 6.28 (4.81) 

Slope min / max 0 / 76.75 0 / 22 0 / 22.25 
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Figure 24: Stand age distribution of footprints in pine stands 

 

Figure 25: Elevation of pine footprints 

 

Figure 26: Slope (°) of pine footprints 
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Figure 27: Stand age distribution of forest footprints 

 

Figure 28: Elevation of forest footprints 

 

Figure 29: Slope (°) of forest footprints 
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Figure 30: Stand age distribution of spruce footprints 

 

Figure 31: Elevation of spruce footprints 

 

Figure 32: Slope (°) of spruce footprints 
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4.3 WAVEFORM EXTRACTION 

For each exported footprint the lidar waveform and further parameters are extracted from 

the corresponding ICESat files. The principles of handling ICESat files have already been 

described in chapter 2.1.3: as each record index contains time information, it can be used to 

derive information about the ground track. This narrows the range of ICESat granules 

which could potentially contain the index to one GLA14 and four GLA01 granules. Those 

granules are searched to find the one actually containing the specific record. To speed up 

analysis, a table relating unique record indices, pass-IDs (11-digit code containing ground 

track information) and path and filename of the respective ICESat granules is created and 

referred to in later processing steps (see Figure 33, left part). 

The script “append.csh” can be used to extract this file information for each footprint and 

append it to the original table (resulting in a table with all forest and topographic 

information and the path to the corresponding ICESat files). After reorganisation of 

columns17, the script “plotGLA01_GLA14.csh” will use this table to extract waveform 

information (Figure 33). A range of parameters can be set e.g. to define the method of 

height and ground definition, the height resolution of output waveforms, to create 

automatically images of waveforms or whether or not to use DTM elevation (for a full list 

of parameters see program description in the appendix).  

The output contains the calibrated GLA01 and GLA14 waveforms in two way distance 

for each footprint as well as tables containing additional information and the offsets from 

the reference range to several positions in the waveform in one-way distance (signal begin, 

signal end, signal centroid, first fitted Gaussian peak, second Gaussian peak, see chapter 

4.4).  

                                                 

17 The format depends on further analysis; if just the waveforms are to be extracted, the first four columns have to contain Index, Shot 
number, GLA01 path, GLA14 path; if height information is to be used, additionally column 5 has to contain the height difference 
between Icesat elevation (at signal centroid) and DTM, column 6 the stand age and column 7 the slope 
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Figure 33: Processing chain for relating different datasets 

Figure 34 shows the process of waveform extraction for each single footprint. GLA14 

files contain the decomposed waveforms as described in chapter 2.1.2. From position, 

amplitude and σ of each of the up to 6 fitted Gaussian peaks, the waveform can be 

reconstructed. The output file contains calculated function values at positions defined by 

the height resolution. Height offsets can be used e.g. for comparison with DTM elevations 

or for nicer plots.  

Extracting GLA01 waveforms is more difficult: The dataset contains the raw waveform 

as it has been transmitted, i.e. in telemetered gates and in digitizer counts. Gates have to be 
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transformed to distances using information about compression type and compression ratio, 

digitizer counts have to be converted to voltage (using calibration tables from the header 

section of GLA01 granules). 

The statistical height and elevation analysis (chapter 4.4) will use the aggregated range 

table; individual footprint analysis (chapter 4.5) will be based on the full waveform 

information. 

 

Figure 34: Waveform extraction process for each Index/Shot (simplified structure of 

printGLA01_GLA14)  

 

4.4 HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS 

For any discussion of vegetation heights, definition of height is essential. Chapters 4.4.1 

and 4.4.2 try to find an appropriate definition of ground height via comparison with OS 
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DTMs, chapter 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 analyse height measurements from the lidar waveforms 

based on those findings. As no height information is available from the forest database, the 

correlation between stand age and height (Mitscherlich 1978) is exploited to relate ICESat 

measured heights with forest data. 18  

It has been considered to use information on stand volume from the forest database, but 

many values were missing and there was no correlation to stand age even within the 

database. 

4.4.1 Ground definition - methods 

Firstly, elevation measurements of ICESat over land are discussed: Only one calculated 

elevation value is published for each footprint, other positions in the waveform are given 

with respect to the reference range (which is the range along the lidar’s pointing vector 

from the centroid of the transmitted pulse to the last telemetered gate, see Figure 3 (page 

18) and Figure 35 for positions in each waveform). To simplify calculations, it is assumed 

that the elevation of each of those waveform positions can be calculated by adding the 

range difference to the position of the published elevation value. Essentially, this assumes 

a nadir looking sensor. 

                                                 

18 heights are correlated to age; typical height growth curves increase almost linearly with age in young forests (compare Figure 5, page 
25) and flatten later to approximate their maximum height. This relationship depends mainly on species and site quality; stem density 
has only a minor influence (Mitscherlich 1978) 
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Figure 35: Example of positions in waveform 

For the waveform position of the published elevation value there are two conflicting flags 

in GLA14 datasets: i_ElvFlg is defined as “location on the received echo that was used to 

calculate the elevation on the record”, while i_ldRngOff is defined as “range offset to be 

added to i_refRng to calculate the range using the algorithm deemed appropriate for land” 

(NSIDC 2004). i_ldRng was set to the signal’s centroid in all cases, whereas i_ElvFlg can 

in principle contain any waveform position and was in the inspected cases either set to the 

signal’s centroid or to signal begin (Figure 36). Using the wrong flag will lead to errors in 

the absolute elevation of other waveform positions (although differences between 

waveform positions and thus signal-based height measurements do not change). After 

some initial inspection of elevation differences to the OS DTM using both flags, it was 

decided to take the signal’s centroid as position of the published elevation value. All 

following elevation values are calculated based on the centroid. 
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Figure 36: Positions of elevation calculation of ICESat land products. Centroid of 

signal (left) or signal begin (right) 

In the following it is analysed, which position within the waveform is most appropriate as 

ground return for height measurements. Elevations of signal begin, signal end, centre of 

first and second fitted Gaussian peak and of the signal’s centroid are calculated. For 

definitions of those positions refer to chapter 2.1.2 and Figure 35. Those elevation values 

are related to the respective OS DTM values. For each of the three data sets – all forests, 

spruce and pine – a linear regression with the OS DTM elevation as independent variable 

is performed. Additionally, the mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of the 

difference between OS DTM elevation and the elevation of each waveform position are 

calculated. A Student’s t-test is used to test for potential species dependency of ground 

measurement accuracy.  

A subset of all forest footprints with a slope <= 5° is created (192 footprints) to analyse 

the effect of high slopes on the signal. It will be assumed that the distribution of all 

parameters except slope matches the original population’s distributions, so that differences 

in elevation or height measurements can be attributed to differences in slope (in fact, the 

mean stand age is with 31.2 years (standard deviation 19.88) 2.5 years higher than that of 

all forest footprints, but according to the modelling results (section 3) this effect should be 

negligible if compared to the effect of high slopes). 
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4.4.2 Ground definition - results 

Figure 37 illustrates the importance of applying all available quality flags: the left image 

shows the correlation between OS DTM heights and ICESat measured elevations after 

application of general quality flags only. Some measurements come obviously from 

optically dense clouds, although they have valid elevation use flags and valid waveforms. 

Filtering with the “high gain saturation / forward scattering warning” flag removes those 

footprints (Figure 37, right), leading to highly correlated elevation measurements.  
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Figure 37: Relationship between IceSat-measured elevations and DTM elevations of 

pine footprints. Left: Some reflections come from optically dense clouds (n=82). 

Right: after application of high gain saturation/forward scattering warning flag 

(n=56)  

Figure 38 shows elevations calculated at several positions within the waveform and 

plotted against OS DTM heights for all forest footprints. The three outliers visible in 

Figure 38 have been removed for further analysis. Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 contain the 

regression results and elevation differences for the three data sets, Figure 39 summarizes 

the elevation differences. Correlation between ICESat measured elevations and DTM 

elevations is high for all signal positions throughout all datasets. However, signal begin 

overestimates ground heights severely, while signal end underestimates them.  
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Figure 38: Relationship between OS DTM and ICESat measured elevations at 

different signal positions (n=383) 

Table 6: Comparison of ICESat elevation measurements at different waveform 

positions to OS DTM elevations for all forest footprints (n=380, after removal of 3 

outliers); parameters of linear regression and mean, minimum, maximum and 

standard deviation of elevation difference  

 

Centroid 
(published 
elevation 

value) 

First 
Gaussian 

Second 
Gaussian 

Signal Begin Signal End 

R
2
 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.993 0.997 

slope 0.988 0.991 0.990 0.981 0.987 

intercept 7.784 0.895 5.136 22.640 -5.685 

Mean diff 4.905 -1.272 2.678 17.938 -8.730 

stddev 5.787 6.392 7.398 9.913 6.233 

Max diff 34.201 29.075 36.945 71.542 6.535 

Min diff -9.006 -19.968 -15.675 -1.151 -43.541 
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Table 7: Comparison of ICESat elevation measurements to OS DTM elevations for 

pine footprints (n=56); parameters of linear regression and mean, minimum, 

maximum and standard deviation of elevation difference  
 Centroid 

(published 
elevation 

value) 

First 
Gaussian 

Second 
Gaussian 

Signal Begin Signal End 

R
2
 0.9983 0.9976 0.9954 0.9919 0.9800 

slope 0.9933 0.9900 0.9913 0.9621 0.9305 

intercept 7.897 1.215 5.201 7.946 -17.977 

Mean diff 6.54 -0.79 3.45 22.77 -9.54 

stddev 4.84 5.73 7.86 8.28 6.86 

Max diff 18.915 14.837 34.641 71.542 6.535 

Min diff -6.809 -12.824 -10.967 -1.151 -43.541 

 

Table 8: Comparison of ICESat elevation measurements to OS DTM elevations for 

spruce footprints (n=146, 1 outlier removed); parameters of linear regression and 

mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of elevation difference  
 Centroid 

(published 
elevation 

value) 

First 
Gaussian 

Second 
Gaussian 

Signal Begin Signal End 

R
2
 0.997 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.998 

slope 0.997 1.001 0.997 0.994 0.998 
intercept 11.341 4.552 9.272 24.267 -2.415 

Mean diff 9.29 3.36 7.15 21.22 -3.80 
stddev 6.75 7.57 8.18 9.50 4.61 

Max diff 35.48 32.18 40.46 61.96 8.71 
Min diff -6.25 -15.87 -10.84 6.29 -23.02 
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Figure 39: Elevation difference of several waveform positions to the OS DTM (mean 

± 1 σ, n=383);  

The elevation values of all forest footprints and pine forests show similar patterns: The 

first fitted Gaussian peak has an intercept of the regression equation closest to zero and a 

slope closest to one. Ground elevation is underestimated by only 1.272 m (0.79 m for pine) 

on average as compared to an overestimation by 4.905 m (6.54 m) for the signal’s centroid. 

For those datasets, the first fitted Gaussian peak seems to be the appropriate choice for 

ground measurements (see Figure 39). However, the standard deviation of approximately 6 

m is high if compared to the typical range of forest heights.  

Restriction to low slopes does not change the mean elevation difference of the centroid or 

the first or second Gaussian peak much, but the standard deviation decreases (Figure 39). 

Signal begin lies considerably lower for the flat footprints than the mean for all slopes, 

whereas signal end lies higher. Thus, ground elevation measurements seem to be unbiased 

(although less accurate) in the presence of slopes, but vegetation height measurements will 

be biased. Figure 40 shows the elevation at the signal’s centroid and at the first fitted 

Gaussian peak plotted against the OS DTM height for all forest footprints, Figure 41 for 

the non-sloping subset. 
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Figure 40: Relationship between DTM and ICESat measured elevations (measured at 

signal centroid (left) and at position of first Gaussian peak (right)) for all forest 

footprints. 3 outliers have been removed (n=380) 
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Figure 41: Relationship between DTM and ICESat measured elevations (at signal 

centroid (left) and at position of first Gaussian peak (right)) for footprints with slopes 

<= 5 ° 

Interestingly, values for spruce stands differ (Table 8, Figure 39) although the age 

structure is similar to all forest footprints. All waveform elevations are higher than those of 

the forest average. Ground height is overestimated by 9.29 m on average by the signal’s 
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centroid, and the first Gaussian peak overestimates elevation by 3.36 m. For spruce stands, 

signal end seems to give the most stable estimations of ground height. 

This difference in elevation measurements between species is tested for statistical 

significance: According to Figure 42 a normal distribution of elevation differences for all 

forest footprints is assumed. A two sided Student’s t-test for unequal variances between 

groups is applied to elevation differences (waveform centroid – DTM, and first Gaussian 

peak - DTM) in pine and spruce stands, each compared to the forest average.  

The mean elevation difference at the signal’s centroid of pine stands is significantly 

different from the forest mean at α = 5%, the mean difference of spruce even at α = 0.01%. 

The mean elevation difference at the first Gaussian peak is not significantly different from 

the forest mean for pine at α = 5%, but is significantly different for spruce at α = 0.01%. 

Thus, ground elevation measurement accuracy appears to be species dependent. 
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Figure 42: Frequency distribution of elevation difference (all forest footprints) 

The first fitted Gaussian peak and the signal’s centroid seem to be the most robust 

estimators of elevation. Relating their elevation errors with respect to the DTM, however, 

shows only a medium correlation in the case of all forest footprints (Figure 43, left), but a 

stronger one for spruce (Figure 43, right). This difference might be caused by the low 

variability in spruce’s crown shape which could lead to less variability in waveform shape 

and hence to more stable positions of the Gaussians. The fact that elevation differences are 
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correlated could indicate some systematic errors in elevation determination (for further 

discussion refer to section 5). 

The difference between DTM elevation and ICESat measured elevation at the first 

Gaussian appears to be independent of stand age for the forest average (Figure 44, left), but 

slightly positively correlated for spruce footprints (Figure 44, right). Thus, it can be 

expected that under British conditions energy penetrates to the ground in most forest types, 

but that there might not be enough energy returned from the ground in dense spruce stands. 
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Figure 43: Relationship between elevation errors at the first Gaussian and the 

centroid. All forest footprints (left) and spruce (right) 
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Figure 44: Ground elevation errors (at the first fitted Gaussian peak) as function of 

stand age for all forest footprints (left) and for spruce (right) 
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Elevation differences at the signal’s centroid seem to be independent from elevation 

(Figure 45, left) but weakly related to stand age (Figure 45, right). This relationship is 

further investigated in the next chapter. 
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Figure 45: Elevation difference between ICESat/GLAS (centroid) and OS DTM as 

function of elevation (left, n=380) and stand age (right, n=313) 

4.4.3 Height measurements 

As reference forest heights are not available, height measurements from ICESat are 

analysed with respect to stand age from the forest database. Several potential height 

measures are investigated: Heights are either calculated from signal begin or from the 

signal’s centroid. The ground return is defined as first Gaussian, as signal end (following 

the discussion in the previous chapter) or as DTM elevation. Thus, six different height 

measures are calculated for each dataset. An additional analysis is carried out for forest 

footprints with a slope <= 5° to eliminate any height bias caused by ground slope.  

For each of the six height measures a regression analysis against stand age is performed. 

For better approximation of real height growth curves with their saturation at a certain age, 

a logarithmic regression is calculated in addition to the linear one. As vegetation heights 

over 50 m are unrealistic for the UK (even if accounting for sloping ground and for 

underestimation of ground elevation by signal end), values > 50 m in purely signal based 

height measures are treated as outliers. For heights relative to the DTM all values are kept 

to get an estimation of the quality of height measurements by using signal begin.  
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All pine and spruce stands have information about the planting year and thus about stand 

age, but 66 forest footprints are lacking this information and are excluded from further 

analysis.  

The mean height and standard deviation are calculated for each group to get an idea of 

the magnitude of differences between height measures. They are compared to signal begin 

– DTM, which is assumed to come closest to the true vegetation height. This comparison is 

especially interesting for the signal’s centroid, as its elevation is much easier to access in 

ICESat files than other waveform positions and as it is the only one that can be directly 

extracted with NASA’s ICESat/GLAS visualization tools.  

4.4.4 Height measurements - results 

Table 9 shows the vegetation heights calculated from the different positions for ground 

and top of canopy, Figure 46 summarizes this information. Heights calculated as difference 

between signal begin and the first fitted Gaussian come closest to the heights calculated 

with respect to the DTM. However, heights calculated from signal begin are very sensitive 

to high slopes. Centroid based measures underestimate heights severely, but are relatively 

stable against high slopes. 

Table 9: Calculated vegetation heights  

 SigBeg - 
DTM 

Centroid 
– DTM 

SigBeg - 
SigEnd 

SigBeg – 
FirstPeak 

Centroid -
FirstPeak 

Centroid -
SigEnd 

All forest mean 19.53 5.81 28.04 20.14 6.30 14.33 

Std 9.76 5.80 11.53 9.36 4.47 6.33 

All forest <5° 
mean 

16.26 5.38 22.19 16.70 5.81 11.31 

Std 7.20 4.90 7.80 6.56 3.44 4.60 

Spruce mean 21.63 9.68 25.16 17.87 5.92 13.21 

Std 10.71 8.24 8.99 7.15 3.84 5.45 

Pine mean 22.77 6.55 32.31 23.57 7.35 16.09 

Std 8.28 4.84 11.58 8.49 4.55 6.74 
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Figure 46: Height measurements (mean ± 1 σ) at different waveform positions  

Table 10 shows the R² values for linear and logarithmic regressions of height measures 

against stand age. Correlation is low in all cases, although it seems to be slightly higher for 

DTM-based height calculations than for those based on signal positions only. Logarithmic 

regression improved results especially in the presence of old stands (i.e. pine + all forests). 

Removal of outliers with unrealistic height measures can improve regression results (see 

Figure 47 for an example). Elimination of old stands did slightly improve linear regression 

results, but impaired logarithmic regression results. 

Figure 47 to Figure 50 show selected regression results graphically. The wide range of 

heights for each stand age is noticeable: even for young stands heights seem to be in a band 

of ± 10 m around the mean value. Signal begin seems to give realistic height measures in 

most cases (Figure 48 a), but there are some outliers that should be removed. Hardly any 

heights below 5 m are present in signal based height measures if signal begin is used as top 

of canopy measure (Figure 48 c,d), even for flat footprints (Figure 49). Using the signal’s 

centroid instead of signal begin reduces the spreading of heights and the minimum height 

for young stands (Figure 48 e,f), but the mean height is reduced considerably as well 

(Table 9). Results for pine (Figure 50) are unreliable due to the unbalanced age structure.  
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Table 10: Regression against stand age (R²), heights >= 50 m have been removed for 

signal based methods 

 SigBeg - 
DTM 

Centroid -
DTM 

SigBeg - 
SigEnd 

SigBeg - 
FirstPeak 

Centroid -
FirstPeak 

Centroid -
SigEnd 

All forest linear 0.2168 0.1093 0.109 0.0962 0.0937 0.104 

Logarithmic 0.1917 0.1712 0.1143 0.08 0.0755 0.1394 

All forest <5° 
linear 

0.188 0.1366 0.163 0.1988 0.1063 0.1003 

Logarithmic 0.1725 0.1975 0.131 0.1065 0.0917 0.1441 

Spruce linear 0.1413 0.165 0.0867 0.0507 0.0186 0.0044 

Logarithmic 0.1245 0.1606 0.0609 0.0242 0.0092 0.0087 

Pine linear 0.0553 0.0107 0.0912 0.0546 0.027 0.0157 

Logarithmic 0.1377 0.0729 0.193 0.1232 0.0807 0.0958 
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Figure 47: Relationship between stand age and vegetation height for spruce footprints 

(left), after removal of 5 outliers (right) 
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 c) d) 
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Figure 48: Relationship between stand age and vegetation heights for all forest 

footprints with different height measures. a) signal begin - DTM  b) centroid - DTM  

c) signal begin - first Gaussian peak  d) signal begin - signal end  e) centroid - first 

Gaussian peak  f) centroid - signal end 
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Figure 49: Relationship between stand age and vegetation height for forest footprints 

with slopes <= 5° 
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Figure 50: Relationship between stand age and vegetation height for pine 

Figure 51 and Figure 52 show the relationship between height measured from signal 

begin to the first Gaussian to height measured between the signal’s centroid and the first 

Gaussian for all forest footprints and for spruce. Correlation is moderate in all cases. As 

could be expected from the sensitivity of signal begin to slopes, correlation increases for 

all forest footprints when only footprints from flat terrain are regarded. However, this is 

not the case for spruce. The low correlation between height measures in spruce contradicts 

the suggestion of stable waveform geometry that has been made earlier. 
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Figure 51: Relationship between different height measures for all forest footprints 

(left) and all forest footprints with slopes <= 5° (right) 
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Figure 52: Relationship between different height measures for spruce (left) and 

spruce footprints with slopes <= 5° (right) 

Some of the features noticed in this chapter – in particular scattering from optically thick 

clouds, outliers in elevation measurement, differences between species, the influence of 

slope on the signal and the high spreading of height values for young stands - are further 

analysed on the basis of “typical” waveforms in the following section and are discussed in 

comparison to modelling results in chapter 5. 
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4.5 DESCRIPTIVE WAVEFORM ANALYSIS 

Figure 53 to Figure 55 show typical examples of waveforms over pine forests.19 Figure 53 

shows the ICESat waveform of a young pine stand as compared to a modelled waveform 

of similar height. While the upper parts of the signals are similar, the lower parts differ 

considerably: the ground return for the ICESat waveform is much wider and there is some 

energy returned between ground and main canopy peak. The wider ground return is 

probably caused by the convolution of the signal with the transmit pulses’ shape, surface 

roughness, ground vegetation or slight slopes, while the energy between the two main 

peaks may be scattered from shrubs or understory layers. Figure 54 (a) shows a typical 

example from an older, one layered stand. Both have a clearly defined ground peak. Figure 

54 (b) is similar in principle, but has several interesting aspects: The decay below the 

ground peak is rather slow. If compared to the modelling results this might be attributed to 

the ground slope; however, the largest peak looks like a clear ground peak, so that it might 

be caused by multiple scattering. Additionally, there appear to be two distinct vegetation 

layers. The fact that the DTM height does not match the apparent ground return and that 

the DTM slope does not seem to agree with the shape of the waveform, might be explained 

by the low resolution of the DTM. As several DTM pixels can be averaged in the ground 

height determination process, the height of the real footprint location can differ in highly 

sloping ground. Figure 55 shows two examples of footprints from highly sloping terrain. In 

general, the modelling results (chapter 3.2.3) have predicted the influence of slope well, 

although the ground peak visible in Figure 55 (a) has not been described.  

                                                 

19 Images of waveforms for all forest footprints are stored on the accompanying CD-ROM and can easily be produced with the script 
plotGLASfromIndFile.csh 
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Figure 53: pine, 19 yrs, 1.1° slope (left), modelled waveform for pine (30 years,  3 m 

spacing) 

 

Figure 54: a) Pine, 54 yrs, 1.4°  b) Pine, 43 yrs, 10.33°  

 

Figure 55: a) Pine, 46 yrs, 8.5°    b) Pine, 44 yrs, 20° 
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When looking at spruce footprints, the “typical” waveform is very different from the pine 

waveforms shown above. The proportion of canopy returns is much higher as is the 

waveform amplitude, the decay at the top of canopy slower and the ground return less clear 

or even not present (Figure 56). Thus, gap fraction seems to be considerably lower than for 

pine stands, causing a weaker ground return. This would explain the higher bias and larger 

standard deviation of elevation measurements if compared to the forest mean and to pine 

footprints noticed in chapter 4.4.2. The effect of sloping ground does not seem to affect the 

shape of the signal but just the height measurement (Figure 57 (b), if compared to Figure 

57 (a) for a stand of similar age). Thus, for spruce stands high slopes can probably not be 

detected reliably from the signal. 

 

Figure 56: a) Spruce, 29yrs, 0° b) Spruce, 11 yrs, 7.5° 

 

Figure 57: a) Spruce, 25 yrs, 2.83°  b) Spruce, 33yrs, 12.3° 
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While the overestimation of ground height by the first Gaussian peak for spruce stands 

can be explained by the lack of a distinct ground return in most cases, the slight 

underestimation for pine stands is probably caused by the fact, that the first Gaussian is 

often used to describe the decay below ground, while the second Gaussian describes the 

actual ground return (cf. Figure 35). 

Figure 58 (left) shows the waveform of one of the outliers identified in Figure 38. 

Clearly, the shape is very different from forest waveforms, there are no clear peaks, the 

amplitude of the signal is low and it is very noisy. Figure 58 (right) shows an example of a 

high height value for a rather young stand age. In this particular case the actual ground 

slope seems to be underestimated from the DTM, as the signal contains the main 

characteristics of a higher slope. In most cases the fitted Gaussian peaks approximate the 

waveform well and are hence a useful way of characterizing the waveform shape and of 

defining characteristic positions within the waveform. However, reflectance measured by 

ICESat is often higher than the modelled reflectances for pine stands, which is probably 

caused by the presence of ground or understory vegetation in the relatively sparse pine 

stands which has not been modelled. 

 

Figure 58: Typical waveform from atmospheric scattering (left), Spruce, 10 years, 3° 

(right) 
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation results were found to describe the main characteristics of waveforms for 

pine stands well: the influence of stem density, age, slope, vertical distribution of 

vegetation elements and multiple scattering on the signal could be demonstrated. With 

exception of very young stands, the influence of age on the canopy return shape and 

amplitude is low; but age is the main factor determining the actual length of the signal for 

flat terrain. Waveform amplitude has been found to depend mainly on stem density for 

stands and on number of vegetation elements per layer for individual trees. Extinction of 

lower parts of the signal is higher for high stem densities and for low ages. A combined 

analysis of the difference in soil and canopy return amplitude and height measurements 

might therefore provide some information about clumping of vegetation or the gap 

fraction. However, for any modelling analysis of ground returns the forest model should be 

extended by some ground surface roughness and the signal should be convolved with a 

Gaussian to get more realistic descriptions of ground returns.  

The rate of increase of the leading edge of the signal depends on the stem density and 

thus on biomass distribution in the upmost layer of the canopy. However, the large area of 

an ICESat footprint and the consequent sensitivity to slopes and surface roughness make it 

very unlikely that any analysis of waveform characteristics in relation to stand parameters 

(maybe with the exception of very rough descriptive shape measures) will be successful. 

Multiple scattering appeared to be low in most cases and had only a minor impact on the 

waveform shape. This contradicts the modelling results of Kotchenova et al. (2003) who 

detected a stronger influence of multiple scattering on the signal shape and amplitude. 

However, the amount of multiple scattering in the lidar signal depends strongly on the 

mean free path between vegetation elements and – of special importance for lidar with a 

limited FOV – on the direction of scattering. Those parameters are strongly species 

dependent. They are very difficult to treat accurately with their horizontal and vertical 

variability in radiative transfer models, so that the combination of measurement based 

detailed 3D forest representation in combination with a ray tracing approach seems to be 
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potentially more accurate. However, the multiple scattering contribution might be higher in 

real waveforms, as understory vegetation might increase multiple scattering, as indicated in 

Figure 54 b. 

5.2 MONTE CARLO RAY TRACING FOR SIMULATIONS OF LIDAR 

WAVEFORMS 

Ray Tracing resembles the principle of lidar measurements: rays of light are fired onto a 

scene, followed, and possibly captured again by the sensor. Because of its ability to 

measure distances to the scattering target directly, Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) 

appears to be ideal for lidar simulation. Only a small proportion of drat’s features has 

actually been used in this study. Effects of for example varying looking angle, a rough 

DTM, varying background illumination, varying footprint size or the proportion of canopy 

gaps extending to the ground could be easily implemented, as drat is very flexible with 

respect to sensor and illumination characteristics. Drat performs the simulations very 

efficiently; computing time on fast computers was found to be reasonable despite the 

extremely high number of scattering primitives for some scenes: most simulations 

described above were simulated within a few hours on the new “i86pc” computers of the 

remote sensing unit. 

The forest model was found to describe the shape of the canopy return well if compared 

to ICESat waveforms of pine stands with similar characteristics. The high level of detail in 

canopy representation is certainly beneficial for investigations of multiple scattering, as the 

relatively small FOV of a lidar sensor requires an accurate description of the direction of 

scattering – this is especially important as even small variations in structure appear to 

affect the scattering behaviour ((Disney et al. 2005, in review). As the structural 

representation of this model is based on measured canopy structure, only few assumptions 

have to be made for individual trees. Systematic errors in canopy construction caused by 

the use of a limited number of tree instances can be reduced by random variation of tree 

position or height. Introducing random trunk length variation for example was found to 

eliminate a systematic, zigzag-shaped pattern present in some of the simulated waveforms. 

As creation of a canopy representation of such complexity is laborious (and stand 

parameters are thus difficult to vary, as long as they cannot be implemented by varying 
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position and density of trees), it would be very interesting to compare modelling results 

between the model used in this study and some other, generalizing lidar models.  

5.3 VERTICAL STRUCTURE FROM ICESAT/GLAS DATA 

Modelling has shown in principle a high sensitivity of the lidar signal to age/height and 

stem density and to match profiles of scattering elements in upper parts of the signal well. 

However, the strong influence of ground slopes and soil roughness has also been shown to 

be a serious problem for large footprint lidars. Statistical analysis of ICESat data from 

forests confirmed this result: Ground elevation was estimated well on average if compared 

to OS DTMs. From the best height measure ground elevation was underestimated by only 

1.27 m, but showed a high standard deviation (6.4 m) which could be reduced to 5 m by 

restriction to footprints with a ground slope of <= 5°. However, the elevation of the 

signal’s centroid – which is the one most easily accessible from ICESat data and can hence 

be expected to be used in many studies – overestimated ground elevation by 4.91 m.  

The high standard deviation of elevation measurements might be caused – besides 

sloping ground – by surface roughness, by spatial interpolation of the DTM which might 

lead to considerable height differences in sloping terrain (the height from the 50 m 

resolution DTM has been averaged over several pixels covered by any footprint; due to 

software problems elevations could not be extracted at points) and by uncertainties in 

ground determination in the ICESat waveform. 

Interesting in this respect is a significant difference in elevation estimation accuracy 

between spruce stands and the forest mean, whereas estimated elevation in pine stands 

showed a similar pattern as the forest mean. This is not caused by differing stand age 

structure, as age distributions between spruce stands and all forest stands are similar, but 

might be influenced by the fact that the forest mean contains deciduous stands which 

would have lost their leaves at the time of lidar data acquisition.  

Qualitative comparison of ICESat waveforms from spruce and pine stands, however, 

showed a noticeable difference in waveform shape between those two species. While pine 

forest waveforms in flat terrain have almost always a clearly discernible ground return, 

spruce waveforms show often only a weak ground return or none at all, while the 
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amplitude of the canopy is generally higher. This suggests a generally higher extinction in 

spruce canopies with resulting problems of the laser beam to penetrate down to the ground. 

If compared to biomes such as tropical rainforests, British forests are by no means 

especially biomass rich. If the energy returned from the ground of British forests is not 

sufficient to give a clear ground return, this can be expected to be even more of a problem 

for forests with higher biomass and should definitely be further investigated. 

Relating height measurements from ICESat waveform to stand age from the Forestry 

Commission database led only to very weak correlations in all cases. This might be partly 

caused by ground measurement uncertainties as described above (as heights calculated 

with respect to the DTM show a slightly higher correlation than purely signal based 

measures), partly by the high sensitivity of the signal length to ground slope (and hence 

probably to surface roughness). Additionally, the forest database stores only the 

information of the largest component for each forest stand sub-compartment, but does not 

contain information about the number of components within any particular compartment 

(P. Taylor, pers. comm.). If the ICESat footprint falls into a different component from the 

one described in the database or covers a mixture of components, this would greatly 

increase uncertainty in measurements. Even with a reliable database it would be preferable 

to look at measured vegetation heights directly instead of the correlation between height 

and age, as this correlation depends on species and site quality.  

As vegetation height measurements seem to be very sensitive to ground slopes and to 

species, it would be interesting to look at the distribution of scattering material, which 

might be more stable (indicated by the fact that the signal’s centroid seems to be the most 

stable measure of elevation).  

A further problem of lidar data – especially if only sparse points are sampled and thus no 

image is created – is the fact, that misregistration of datasets cannot be noticed. Even if 

geolocation of footprints is accurate, there might be errors during coordinate conversion, or 

the position of other datasets might be wrong. For the UK, for example, transformation 

between geodetic coordinates and British National Grid coordinates requires different 

transformation parameters for every location within the UK (J. Iliffe, pers. comm.). This 
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complex transformation is usually not implemented in standard software packages, which 

can lead to considerable transformation errors. 

5.4 FURTHER WORK 

Clearly, there is some potential to retrieve vertical forest structure from large footprint lidar 

data, although the very large footprint size in the case of ICESat seems to be limiting. As 

far as modelling is concerned it would be interesting to see, whether the observed species 

dependency of the waveform shape could be reproduced by modelling, and which 

information can be retrieved from the relative amplitude of ground and canopy return, 

respectively. A further topic of future research will be the potential of combined use of 

passive optical (eventually multi-angular) and lidar data for quantitative studies, as their 

properties seem to complement each other. Assumptions in current canopy reflectance 

models about vertical structure or clumping are usually considerable, and it would be 

interesting to look at potential improvements in reflectance modelling and biomass or LAI 

estimations by using lidar data. Different types of models have been used to describe lidar 

waveforms so far, and comparison of those models might provide some insight into the 

consequences of assumptions made in each model type. 

For analysis of ICESat data the species difference of elevation measurements and of 

waveform shape should be further investigated, as well as the potential to retrieve ground 

returns in high-biomass forests and to get some information about biomass saturation of 

the lidar signal. Clearly, some comparisons of waveforms to reliable ground truth data 

should be made and the sensitivity of the waveform energy to variations in biomass should 

be further investigated. Signal processing might be applied to identify characteristic 

footprints – e.g. with high slopes. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The potential to retrieve vertical forest structure parameters from ICESat/GLAS data has 

been analysed by a combined approach of modelling the signal with a MCRT simulation of 

a detailed 3D model of Scots pine and of analysing measured ICESat waveforms over 

forests in the UK. Modelling results showed good agreement with ICESat waveforms of 

pine forests. Although high sensitivity of the signal to stem density and age of the 

modelled forests has been shown, the signal is clearly dominated by the effects of sloping 

ground even for moderate slope angles of 5-10°. Comparison of ICESat/GLAS elevation 

measurements of forests in the UK with OS DTMs showed thus a high standard deviation, 

which influenced any height measurements from ICESat data severely. 

Accuracy of ground elevation measurement was found to be species dependent (elevation 

estimation was significantly different from the forest mean for Sitka spruce). Qualitative 

waveform analysis suggests a weak ground return for Sitka spruce as a possible reason. 

This indicates potential problems of using ICESat data for high biomass biomes such as the 

tropical rain forest. 
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APPENDIX A: CODE 

A.1 LIST OF EXECUTABLES AND SHELL-SCRIPTS 

executable description parameters status output 

aggreg_WF creates a "waveform" from a HIPS 
distance image, varies footprint size 
and shape  

  needs some testing    

extr_GLAvar extracts variables from GLA14 file 
and writes them to an ASCII file; use 
-c to check validity of output data 
(default), -nc for no validity-
check(outputs all data; not 
recommended) 

extract_var [-i input_file] [-
o output_file] [-c] [-nc] 

tested, OK; but output file 
format should be fixed 

<< "[i_Garea 
Gaussian1] 
[iGsigma 
Gaussian1] 
[i_gpCntRngOff 
Gaussian2] ... 

GetGLA01names gets filenames of input GLA05 
granules from GLA14 header 
section, converts them to GLA01 
granule names and outputs them to 
stdout 

-i GLA14_filename tested, OK   

GetPosInd will output position of first occurence 
of a record index in file; returns 0 if 
index not found in file; should work 
for all GLAS data products, tested 
on GLA01/GLA14 Release 19 + 21 

 -i GLA_file -n 
unique_record_index 

tested, OK long 

GetRefOrb91d gets the track numbers from 91 or 8 
day reference orbit file that cover a 
given lat/long range and outputs 
them to stdout; default is 91 day  

-i orbitfile -lon lon1 lon2 -
lat lat1 lat2 -r range -type 
[8d / 91d] 

tested, OK   
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print_WF gets parameters of fitted gaussians 
for up to 6 peaks waveforms from 
arguments; outputs a file (default: 
"test_out") for plotting e.g. with 
gnuplot: col1(distance from 
reference range in mm) col2(volt); 
threshold is the minimum volt value 
to be displayed (default -1), step 
gives the x-spacing of output values 
(in mm; default: 10) 

[-o outfile] [-t threshold] [-s 
step][i_gpCntRngOff 
Gaussian1] [i_Gamp 
Gaussian1] [i_Garea 
Gaussian1] [iGsigma 
Gaussian1] 
[i_gpCntRngOff 
Gaussian2] … 

tested, OK   

printGLA01_GLA14 exports the waveforms (GLA14 and 
GLA01) for a specified index/shot 
into ascii files ("GLA14WF" and 
GLA01WF") and ranges 
"ranges.dat" and additional 
information "info.dat"  

-r record -n shot -h 
binheight -se 
ground_detection_method 
-i14 filename_GLA14 -i1 
filename_GLA01 

tested, OK; but additional 
parameters should be 
exported 

  

subset_glas   [-i input_file] [-o 
output_file] [-l logfile] [-c 
lat_min lat_max long_min 
long_max] 

should change functions 
for writing, so that it writes 
always big endian!!! Use 
only under unix in current 
version!!! 

  

c shell description parameters status output 

append.csh appends information on granule 
path/name to a data table with a 
record index in the second column. 
Requires table files.ux as produced 
with FindAllGranules.csh 

  O.K.   
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conv_GIS.csh converts ASCII GLA14 data (output 
of runEV.csh) into a format readable 
by ArcGIS 8.3 (at least if you allow 
automatic conversion while 
transferring files to a windows 
platform); produces multiple files for 
easier handling  

none O.K. ASCII-files with 
Index Shot lat 
lon 

conv_id_to_track.csh calls gsfc perl script; reads reference 
ID as input, outputs 11-digit code for 
reference orbit/cycle/track 

all ref_ids O.K.   

cpGranTracks.csh         

DispDist.csh checks for machine architecture, 
swaps image byte order if 
applicable, displays distance image 

  stub, relies on description 
in header, should definitely 
check image stats 

  

FindAllGranules.csh reads GLAS unique index numbers 
from a file (2nd column), finds the 
corresponding GLA01 / GLA14 
granules in the given directories, 
outputs unique index, passID (11 
digits), GLA01_file, GLA14_file into 
outfile 

  working, but felt errors in 
the looping structure; 
should be tested more 

  

findGLA01FromPassid.csh returns names / path of GLA01 
granules containing specific passid 

  O.K.   

findGLA01UK.csh  reads all GLA14 granules in a 
directory  and outputs the 
corresponding GLA01 granule 
names in an ascii file; tests, which of 
those granules already have been 
downloaded and writes the others in 

  O.K.   
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another file; mainly for downloading 
correct GLA01-files 

findGLA14FromPassid.csh returns names / path of GLA14 
granules containing specific passid 

  O.K.   

GetBinInfo.csh converts drat output files for plotting   O.K.   

GetDH.csh Gets crown diameter and tree height 
for individual tree objects 

  O.K.   

GetSpacing.csh gets mean spacing of a forest *.obj 
file 

  O.K.   

gg extended version of Lewis' 
generate_graph, can now plot 
functions, "using" with arithmetic and 
some minor changes 

  O.K.   

lidar.csh Control shell for lidar simulations   O.K.   

MultiPlot.csh wrapper around gnuplot's multiplot 
function, reads plot commands from 
stdin 

[-n number of plots] [-c 
number of colums] -pbm -
xlabel "Label"-ylabel 
"Label" -title "Title" -yimg 
(sets plot size ratio)  

O.K.   

plotAll.csh plots multiple simulation results; 
mainly wrapper around 
GetBinInfo.csh + MultiPlot.csh  

  O.K.   

plotGLASfromIndfile.csh reads a list of 
index/shot/filenames/heights, 
extracts the respective waveforms 
from GLA files, plots them or creates 
automatically images 

-f indexfile -fh 
indexfile_with heights -img 
-mp no_plots -c no_cols -p 
-s sig_detect -h 
height_bin_size -range 

O.K.   
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printGLA01_GLA14WF.csh  reads GLA14files, finds for each 
record the corresponding GLA01-
granule, and displays the waveform 
for GLA14 and GLA01; if a GLA01 
granule is missing, the trunc of the 
name is output into a file 

  old version, replaced by 
plotGLASfromIndfile.csh 

  

printWF.csh reads GLA14 ascii-variable file and 
displays the waveform for each 
record 

  still adapted to old file 
format --> see 
printGLA01_GLA14WF.csh 
for new format 

  

slopeMe.csh adds a sloping plane to a forest *.obj 
file 

  O.K.   

subset.csh subsets ICESat data   O.K.   

runEV.csh extracts GLAS variables (program 
extr_GLAvar) from GLA14 data-files 
in outdir and saves them as ASCII; 
for format see extr_GLAvar 

  O.K.   

tracksUK.csh reads the binary reference orbit file 
for 91 or 8 day repeat cycle, and 
outputs the reference track numbers 
that cross a longitude-range within a  
given latitude range; can be used to 
find range of GLA01 granules (tttt in 
filename) --> or use gsfc script for 
individual records 

  O.K.   
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A.2 CLASS STRUCTURE / LIST OF FUNCTIONS (C++) 

Note: constructors/ destructors / copy constructors / assignment operators usually not 
mentioned;  caution: sometimes not yet implemented, check before use 

   

      

Class function description file_dec file_def status 

global           

  isLittleEndian() returns true for 
little endian byte 
order 

byte_swap.h byte_swap.cpp O.K. 

  ByteSwap(unsigned char * b, int n) changes byte 
order of any data-
type, where n is 
sizeof(data-type) 

byte_swap.h byte_swap.cpp O.K. 

  macro: ByteSwapX(x) calls ByteSwap for 
any data type 

byte_swap.h byte_swap.h O.K. 

  U_read_hips_header(ifstream* hips_file, 
Uheader* hd) 

reads header of 
HIPS file into 
header structure, 
assumes valid 
HIPS file 

hips_u.h hips_u.cpp O.K. 

  void U_gen_hips_DEM(string filename, UINT 
nrows, UINT ncols, double slope) 

generates HIPS 
DEM (byte) with 
constant slope 

hips_u.h hips_u.cpp O.K. 

template<class T>           

  checkRange( T& value , T& minv, T& maxv) returns true if minv 
<= value <= maxv; 
should work for all 
data types which 
have <= defined 

misc.h misc.h O.K. 
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i_ElvFlg_field   flag field for 
elevation use flag 

glas_record.h     

i_rng_UQF_field   flag field for range 
quality flags 

glas_record.h     

GLA14_rec   contains GLA14 
variables 

glas_record.h     

  ByteSwapAll() Swaps the byte-
order of all 
variables except 
multiple-byte flags 

glas_record.h ByteSwapGlas.cpp O.K. 

  CheckQualityFlags(int ShotNo=0)   glas_record.h   to be written 

GLA01_hdr   GLA01 vars 
common to all 
GLA01 record 
types 

glas_record.h     

  ByteSwapAll() Swaps the byte-
order of all 
variables  

glas_record.h ByteSwapGlas.cpp O.K. 

            

GLA01_main_rec   GLA01 variables 
in main record 
(except those in 
GLA01_hdr) 

glas_record.h     

  ByteSwapAll() Swaps the byte-
order of all 
variables except 
multiple-byte flags 

glas_record.h ByteSwapGlas.cpp O.K. 

  CheckQualityFlags(int ShotNo=0) Checks i_TxFlg, 
i_txWfPk_Flag, 
i_InstState; 
returns 0 if 
everything is O.K. 

glas_record.h glas_record.cpp check some 
more … 

GLA01_long_rec   GLA01 variables 
in long record 

glas_record.h     
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(over land) 
(except those in 
GLA01_hdr) 

  ByteSwapAll() Swaps the byte-
order of all 
variables  

glas_record.h ByteSwapGlas.cpp O.K. 

GLA01_short_rec   GLA01 variables 
in shot record 
(over ice/oceans) 
(except those in 
GLA01_hdr) 

glas_record.h     

  ByteSwapAll() Swaps the byte-
order of all 
variables  

glas_record.h ByteSwapGlas.cpp O.K. 

VoltTable   waveform 
calibration values 
from GLA01 
header 

glas_record.h     

  GetVoltTableFromHeader(ifstream* ifile) gets values from 
header 

glas_record.h glas_record.cpp O.K. 

longWaveforms   bag for different 
GLA01 waveform 
classes; contains 
values for the 
waveform of 1 
footprint 

glas_record.h     

  read_longWF_from_rec() reads uncalibrated 
digitizer counts 
into RawWF 

glas_record.h glas_record.cpp O.K. 
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  calibrate_long_waveform() converts digitizer 
address to time, 
gets voltage from 
VoltTable and 
converts digitizer 
counts to voltage 

glas_record.h glas_record.cpp working, but 
some 
checks need 
to be 
implemented 

longCalWF   2D array for 
time/calibrated 
waveform value 
from long GLA01 
record 

glas_record.h   working 

GLAS_header   by no means 
complete; 
contains just some 
useful bits from 
the GLAS header 
(esp. Record size 
…) 

glas_record.h   working 

GLAS_sample   bag for several 
GLA14 
waveforms; 
rubbish, but still 
used 

glas_record.h   should be 
removed … 

  some, but useless         

GLAS_waveform   parameters of one 
GLA14 waveform: 
area, sigma, 
position of 
centroid, 
amplitude 

glas_record.h     

  init_min() initialize a 
waveform with the 
minimum valid 
values 

  glas_record.cpp O.K. 
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  init_max() whith maximum 
valid values 

  glas_record.cpp O.K. 

  clear() set all vars to 
invalid values 

  glas_record.cpp O.K. 

  operator<=(GLAS_waveform& WF)     glas_record.cpp O.K. 

  operator>=(GLAS_waveform& WF)     glas_record.cpp O.K. 

  operator=(GLAS_waveform& WF)     glas_record.cpp O.K. 

            

GLA_orbits   base class for 
reading binary 
reference orbit 
definition files 

ref_orb.h     

  read_orbit() reads orbit from 
file but stores  
only one track --> 
for testing 

  ref_orb.cpp O.K. 

  get_track(r4b lon1, r4b lon2, r4b lat1=-60, r4b 
lat2=60, r4b range=1) 

gets track 
numbers within +- 
range deg from 
lon [0;360] (actual 
orbits might 
deviate up to 60 
km from reference 
tracks!!!) 

  ref_orb.cpp O.K. 

            

GLA_orbit_8d:public 
GLA_orbits 

  for 8 day 
reference orbit 

ref_orb.h     

            

GLA_orbit_91d:public 
GLA_orbits 

  for 91 day 
reference orbit 

ref_orb.h     
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Uheader write(ofstream*) writes the HIPS-
header to file 

hips_u.h hips_u.cpp O.K. 

            

AggregateWF   class to aggregate 
the information 
from a HIPS 
distance image 
into a waveform of 
vertical distribution 
of returned 
energy; counts 
pixels or adds 
reflectance values 
for each height bin 

hips_u.h hips_u.cpp needs lots of 
testing … 

  bool SortToHeightBins();       needs 
testing, 
weighting 
func to be 
written 

  void printWF(ostream* stream = &cout) to std_out       

  void set_swap(bool swap=true) TRUE if byte order 
needs to be 
changed 

      

  void use_refl(bool ref=true) use reflectance 
values(TRUE) or 
just count pixels 
(FALSE) 

      

  createXX(size), clearArrays() just for memory 
management; 
should be called 
automatically 
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  void get_min_max_z(); gets minimum / 
maximum value of 
image and 
calculates no of 
height bins 
necessary 

      

  void SwapImage() byte swapping        

            

AggregateWF_Ell:public 
AggregateWF 

  for elliptical 
footprint-mask 

      

print_WF   class to extract 
fitted Gaussians 
from file 

print_WF.h print_WF.cpp   

  void initialize(GLA14_rec* record, int ShotNo=0) takes parameters 
from the 
respective 
record/shot 

print_WF.h print_WF.cpp O.K. 

  void print_W(ofstream* ofile)  writes values into 
ofstream 

print_WF.h print_WF.cpp O.K. 

  void clear()   print_WF.h print_WF.cpp O.K. 

  double Wm_of_t(const GLAS_waveform* WF, int 
t) 

individual 
gaussian fit at 
position t: Wm(t) = 
Amplitude*e^((-(t-
tm)^2)/(2sigma^2)) 

print_WF.h print_WF.cpp O.K. 

  double W_of_t(int t); sum of all peaks 
at position t 

print_WF.h print_WF.cpp O.K. 

ioglas   main class, most 
input / output of 
GLAS files 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp   
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  int subset(string fn_in, string fn_out) main function for 
subsetting; takes 
filenames as 
parameters; 
coordinates have 
to be set in 
object!; gets 
release and type 
from header and 
calls respective 
function 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int extract_var(string fn_in, string fn_out)   ioglas.h ioglas.cpp   

  int extract_var(istream* instream=&cin, ostream* 
outstream=&cout) 

writes variables 
into ASCII file 
(e.g. lat, lon, 
elevation); gets 
release and type 
from header and 
calls respective 
function 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp   

  bool write_rec_ndx(ifstream* GLAxx_file, 
ofstream* index_file, GLAS_header* header=0) 

writes indices of 
all records in 
GLAxx_file into 
index_file 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  long find_rec_ndx(ifstream* GLAxx_file, i4b 
i_rec_ndx) 

returns position of 
first occurence of 
i_rec_ndx in a 
GLAxx file; returns 
0 if record has not 
been found 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 
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  vector<string> 
get_GLA01names_from_GLA14header(ifstream* 
ifileGLA14) 

returns GLA01 
names from 
GLA14 header 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  void GetLongCalWF(ifstream* GLA01_ifile, i4b 
index_no, int shot_no, longCalWF* CalWF) 

writes the 
calibrated 
waveform of 
record index_no 
and shot_no into 
the array CalWF 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  static bool check_datasizes() checks wheter 
datasizes of 
machine are the 
same as used in 
ICESat records 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  void set_coord(float latmin, float latmax, float 
longmin, float longmax) 

initialize 
coordinates in 
ioglas-object 

ioglas.h ioglas.h O.K. 

  int read_header(GLAS_header* hd, istream* 
ifile) 

reads header from 
any GLAS file 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int read_header (GLAS_header* hd, ifstream* 
ifile) 

reads header from 
any GLAS file 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int read_header (ifstream* ifile) reads header from 
any GLAS file 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int read_header (istream* ifile) reads header from 
any GLAS file 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 
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  int subset_d14_r19(ifstream* ifile, ofstream* 
ofile, ofstream* logfile=0) 

subset release 19 
or 21 of GLA14 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int extract_var_d14_r19(istream* ifile, ostream* 
ofile) 

extract variables 
for release 19 or 
21 of GLA14 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int write_rec14(ostream *ofile, GLA14_rec* 
record) 

actual writing 
function; change 
here if other 
variables shall be 
exported 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  int subset_d01_r19(ifstream* ifile, ofstream* 
ofile, ofstream* logfile=0) 

subset release 19 
of GLA01 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 

  bool find_records(ifstream* ifile, ifstream* ofile, 
vector<i4b>* v_i_rec_ndx) 

Functions for 
relating records / 
files from different 
Datasets; finds 
records 
v_i_rec_ndx in ifile 
and writes header 
+ found records to 
ofile 

ioglas.h ioglas.cpp O.K. 
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A.3 EXAMPLES OF C-SHELL SCRIPTS 

a) plotGLASfromIndFile.csh 

#! /bin/tcsh –f 
# plotGLASfromIndFile.csh 
# displays the waveform for GLA14 and GLA01 
# reads a file containing index, shot, GLA01name and GLA14name (passed as argument (-

f)); -mp sets number of plots per page (gnuplot multiplot)  
 
set f = ind_names; set img = 0; set mp = 6; set cols = 2; set getdata = 1; 
set sigend = 2 # method to determine ground; 0=centroid of first peak with amplitude >0, 

1=last occurrence of signal over threshold (SigEnd), 2=land range offset, 3 SigBeg, 4 Position 
in waveform used for elevation calculation 
set args = "" # arguments for printGLA01_GLA14 binary 
set refl = 0; set useHeight = 0 ;set range = 0 
 
\rm -f /tmp/plotGLAS* 
 
while ($#argv > 0 )  
 switch ("$argv[1]") 
  case -f: # file with index / shot/ IceSat files 
   set f = $argv[2]; 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
                        breaksw 
      case -fh: # file with index / shot/ IceSat files / height_diff /age/slope 
   set f = $argv[2]; 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
   set useHeight = 1 
   breaksw 
  case -img: # output as gif images, consequently numbered 
   set img = 1; 
   shift argv; breaksw 
  case -mp: # number of plots per image / page 
   set mp = $argv[2]; 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
                        breaksw 
  case -c: # arrange plots in c cols 
   set cols = $argv[2]; 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
                        breaksw 
  case -p: # data exitst, just plotting 
   set getdata = 0; 
   shift argv; breaksw 
  case -s: # method of signal detection; take SignalEnd 
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   set sigend = $argv[2] 
  # set args = " $args -se $argv[2] " 
   shift argv; shift argv;breaksw 
  case -reflucor: # use uncorrected reflectance value from GLA14 
   set args = " $args -reflucor"; set refl = 1; 
   shift argv; breaksw 
  case -reflcor: # use corrected reflectance value from GLA14 
   set args = " $args -reflcor"; set refl = 2;  
   shift argv; breaksw 
  case -h: #height bin size [mm] 
   set args = " $args -h $argv[2]" 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
                        breaksw 
  case -range: # create table with ranges 
   set range = $argv[2]; 
   rm -f $range 
   shift argv;shift argv; 
                        breaksw 
  case *: 
   echo Unknown Argument!! 
   exit(1); breaksw 
    endsw 
end 
 
mkdir -p data 
mkdir -p img 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
# read info from file 
set index = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $1}' $f`)     
set shot = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $2}' $f`) 
set GLA01 = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $3}' $f`) 
set GLA14 = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $4}' $f`) 
set htitle = "notitle" 
if ($useHeight) then 
    set hDiff = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $5}' $f`) 
    set standAge = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $6}' $f`) 
    set slope = ( `gawk '{if (NR>1)print $7}' $f`) 
    set htitle = 't "DTM"' 
    #set sigend = 4 #use position within waveform that has been used for elevation 

calculation 
endif 
@ i = 1; @ x = 1; set g = 001 
set style2 = "" 
set style = 'y(x)=0; set xlabel "0.01V"; set ylabel "[mm]"; set data style lines;  set 

yrange[*:40000]; set xrange [*:*];' 
set using = '2:(0-$1/2)' # one way distance 
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if ($refl) then 
    set style2 = 'set xlabel "refl %";' 
    set using =  '($2*100):(0-$1/2)' 
endif 
 
# create files for plotting 
while ($i <= $#index) 
    if ($getdata) then 
 echo $index[$i] "[" $shot[$i] "]" $GLA01[$i] $GLA14[$i] > "/dev/stderr" 
 printGLA01_GLA14 -i01 $GLA01[$i] -i14 $GLA14[$i] -r $index[$i] -n $shot[$i] -se 

$sigend $args # gets waveforms for index[shot] from files, output files are GLA14WF and 
GLA01WF; empty files if some error occurred 
 #endif 
 # adjust height output to heights from OS DTM 
 if ($useHeight) then 
     gawk '{print $1-2000*offset, $2}' offset=$hDiff[$i]  GLA14WF > tmp 
     mv tmp GLA14WF 
     gawk '{print $1-2000*offset, $2}' offset=$hDiff[$i]  GLA01WF > tmp 
     mv tmp GLA01WF 
     echo $hDiff[$i] 
     if ($range != 0) then 
  set ranges = (`more ranges.dat`) 
  echo $index[$i] $shot[$i] $hDiff[$i] $ranges >> $range 
     endif 
 endif 
  
 cp GLA14WF data/$index[$i].$shot[$i].$sigend.$useHeight.WF14 
 cp GLA01WF data/$index[$i].$shot[$i].$sigend.$useHeight.WF01 
 gawk '{print}' info.dat 
    endif # getdata 
     
    echo "$style $style2" set title \""$index[$i] [$shot[$i]]"\" ";" plot 

\""data/$index[$i].$shot[$i].$sigend.$useHeight.WF01"\" using "$using"  t \"WF01\" "," 
\""data/$index[$i].$shot[$i].$sigend.$useHeight.WF14"\"  using "$using"  t \"WF14\", 'y(x)' 
$htitle >> /tmp/plotGLAS.$g 
    # just to get plots named in the right order 
    @ mod =  $i % $mp 
    if ($mod == 0) then 
 @ x++ 
 if ($x<10) then 
     set g = 00$x 
 else if ($x<100) then 
     set g = 0$x 
 else  
     set g = $x 
 endif 
# break; 
    endif 
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    @ i++ 
end # while i <= $#index 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
#plot them all 
echo plot $img 
@ y = 1 
set yimg = 1.5  
set ximg = 1 
foreach plot (/tmp/plotGLAS.*) 
    echo $plot 
    if ($img != 1) then 
 more $plot | MultiPlot.csh -n $mp -c $cols 
    else 
 if ($mp == 1) then 
     if ($shot[$y]<10) then 
  set sh = 0$shot[$y]; 
     else  
  set sh = $shot[$y]; 
     endif 
     set n = $index[$y].$sh 
     set yimg = 0.48; set cols = 1; set ximg = 0.48; 
 else 
     if ($y<10) then 
  set n = 0$y 
     else 
  set n = $y 
     endif 
 endif     
 more $plot | MultiPlot.csh -n $mp -c $cols -pbm -nowait -yimg $yimg -ximg $ximg | 

ppmtogif > img/${n}se{$sigend}r{$refl}h{$useHeight}.gif 
 @ y++ 
    endif 
end 
 
 
\rm -f /tmp/plotGLAS* 
 
 

b) slopeMe.csh 

#! /bin/tcsh -f 
# slopeMe.csh 
# changing ground slope in *.obj files  
 
set indir = "~uheyder/raid19/forests/density_trunked" 
set outdir = "~uheyder/raid19/forests/slopes" 
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set infiles = ($indir/forest.30*.obj.trunked) 
 
set PI = `echo "a(1)*4" | bc -l` 
 
foreach slope (0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45) 
    # calculate 2nd vertex of normal vector 
    set y = `echo "c((90-$slope)*$PI/180)" | bc -l` 
    set z = `echo "s((90-$slope)*$PI/180)" | bc -l` 
    set v2 = "v 0 $y $z" 
    echo $slope $v2 
    foreach file ($infiles) 
 set outfile = $outdir/$file:t.$slope 
 # replace plane in original file 
 set gline = `grep -n plane $file | gawk 'BEGIN {FS=":"}{print $1}'` 
 gawk '{if (NR<=ln-2)print;}' ln=$gline $file > $outfile 
        echo $v2 >> $outfile 
 gawk '{ if (NR>=ln)print;}' ln=$gline $file >> $outfile 
 # better check ... 
 #diff $file $outfile 
  #gawk '{if(NR>ln-3 && NR <ln+1)print}' ln=$gline $outfile 
    end 
end 
 

c) lidar.csh 

#! /bin/tcsh -f 
# lidar.csh 
# based on Mark Cole's LIDAR_control,  just calling the ray tracer 
 
set xrat = drat # frat #dratLidar 
setenv MMAP_IP 0 
setenv MMAP_OP 0 
 
set tree_dir = "~uheyder/raid19/forests/slopes" 
set trees = ($tree_dir/*.4500.* $tree_dir/*.6000.*) 
set rtd =  30 # ray tree depth 
set aalias = "20 1e20" 
set rows = 140; set cols = 140 
set OutDir = "out" 
mkdir -p $OutDir 
 
set POINT_TO_LOOK_AT = "0 0 0" 
set VZEN = 0; set VAZ = 0; 
# in mm 
set BOOMLENGTH = 50000 
set AREA_TO_VIEW = 70000 
set HeightBin = 300; set MinHeight = 0;  set MaxHeight = 180000; 
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set wb = "wavebands.dat" 
if (! -e $wb || ! -e plants.matlib ) then  
    echo reflectance files not found! > "/dev/stderr" 
    link_refl_info # shell to create links to standard reflectance info 
endif 

 
set GRAB = ${xrat}_tmp 
mkdir -p $GRAB 
if (! -e pixelPos.awk) cp ~uheyder/src/cshell/pixelPos.awk . 
 
foreach obj ($trees) 
#    echo $obj > /dev/stderr 
    set obj_name = `echo $obj | awk 'BEGIN{FS="/"}{ print $NF; }'` 
    set GRABME = "$GRAB/grabme.$obj_name" 
    if (! -e $GRABME) then 
 echo `date` " " $obj_name > /dev/stderr 
 touch $GRABME 
 sync 
 hostname > $GRABME 
 set command = "pixelPos $POINT_TO_LOOK_AT $VZEN $VAZ 

$BOOMLENGTH $AREA_TO_VIEW |  $xrat  -orthographic -blacksky  -random 1 -v -n -a 
$aalias -m $rtd -s $rows $cols -o $OutDir/$obj_name.$xrat -sun 0 0 1 -sensor_wavebands 
$wb -ranging $MinHeight $MaxHeight $HeightBin $obj" 
 echo $command >> $GRABME 
 echo "#! /bin/csh -f" > cmd$$ 
 echo "$command >>& $GRABME" >> cmd$$ 
 chmod +x cmd$$ 
 nice +19 cmd$$ 
 echo `date` >> $GRABME 
 if ($ARCH != "i86pc") then # not compiled on i86pc yet ... 
     adddesc -a "$ARCH" < $OutDir/$obj_name.$xrat.frame000000 > $OutDir/xx 
     mv $OutDir/xx $OutDir/$obj_name.$xrat.frame000000 
 endif 
    endif 
end 
\rm -f cmd$$ 
 
 

d) findGLA14FromPassid.csh 

#! /bin/tcsh -f 
# echoes the filename of GLA14 graunules in GLA14Dir which correspond to the 11 digit 

passID (which you could get e.g. with GSFC's script from the unique record index) 
if ($#argv < 2) then 
   echo Use: $0 PassID(11 digits)  GLA14Dir [GLA14root] 
    exit(1) 
endif 
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set passid = $1 
set GLA14dir = $2 
set GLA14root = "out*GLA14" 
if ($#argv >2) set GLA14root = $3; 
#echo $passid $GLA14dir  > "/dev/stderr" 
 
set reforb = `echo $passid | cut -c1-4` 
set cycle = `echo $passid | cut -c5-7` 
set track = `echo $passid | cut -c8-11` 
@ t = $track 
# track_no in filename is hopefully a multiple of 14 +1 (1,15,...) 
@ t = $track; @ mod = $t % 14; 
if ($mod == 0) then 
    @ track14 = $track - 13 
else 
 @ track14 = ($t - $mod) + 1  
endif 
#echo $t $mod $track14  > "/dev/stderr" 
if ($track14 < 10) then  
        set track14 = 000$track14 
    else if ($track14 < 100) then 
        set track14 = 00$track14 
    else if ($track14 < 1000) then 
        set track14 = 0$track14 
endif 
     
 
#echo $reforb $cycle $track14 > "/dev/stderr" 
set tmp = ("$GLA14dir/${GLA14root}*_${reforb}_$(Lefsky et al. 2002a)_${track14}_" ) 
#echo "$tmp" > "/dev/stderr" 
# number of corresponding granules 
#echo "$tmp*.DAT"  > "/dev/stderr" 
set no = `echo $tmp*.DAT | wc | gawk '{print $1}'`  
#echo $no > "/dev/stderr" 
 
if ($no>0) then 
    set GLA14files = (${tmp}*.DAT) 
    echo found $GLA14files  
else  
    echo no "$tmp*.DAT" 
endif 

 

 


